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PREFACE
 

This Memorandum is Part II of a two-part conference record, 
sum
marizing the discussions of, 
and reproducing the papers contributed to,
 
a Seminar on the Relationship between Development and Security, with
 
Special Reference to Thailand. Papecs presented at 
the seminar on the 
insurgency and on research priorities appear in RN1-5871-AID/ARPA,
 

Seminar on Development and Security in Thailand: 
 Part I, The Insurgency 
(U), March 1969 (Confidential). The Seminar was organized by The
 

RAND Corporation under the 
 joint sponsorship of the Agency for Inter
national Development (AID) of 
the Department of State, and 
the Advanced
 
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense. 
 It was
 
held 
at Tile RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California, on November 16-18,
 

1967.
 

The idea of the Seminar was originally proposed to AID by its
 
Academic Advisory Council for Thailand 
(AACT) and strongly seconded by
 
the U.S. AID Mission in Bangkok. The hope was that 
a confrontation of
 
academic and government views on 
the nexus between development and
 
security might help 
to 
clarify relevant concepts, so that both U.S.
 
research priorities and 
the focus of U.S. assistance programs in
 

Thailand might be sharpened.
 

Invited participants in the Seminar, therefore, 
included knowledge
able government officials both from Bangkok and Washington, as well as
 
area specialists and generalists 
from the academic community and from
 
RAND. The list of participants is shown on 
page vii.
 

In the preparation of this conference record, 
the most onerous
 
ask fell upon Miss Val Laffin who acted as 
Seminar Rapporteur and who
 

produced a meticulously edited transcript of the proceedings. 
 Substan
tial assistance in'summarizing the discussions was also provided by
 

Mrs. Eleanor Wainstein.
 



INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
 

SEMINAR FOCUS
 

The Seminar on Development and Security in Thailand set itself the
 

task of examining four principal problem areas:
 

(1) The development-security interrelationship. 
-- The aim was
 
to review the present state of knowledge concerning the effect of eco
nomic, social and polit.-.al change on such security-relevant factors as:
 

(a) susceptibility of 
the population to political organization and mani

pulation; (b) adequacy of 
leadership, administration, governmental
 

authority; (c) demands upon and provision of governmental services,
 

including preservation of law and order; 
(d) behavior of relevant groups
 
(village youth, civil servants, urban elites, etc.). Examination of
 
these factors was 
to be aimed at contemporary Thailand and specifically,
 

but not exclusively, at the Northeast. 
 The question posed in short, was:
 
"What can we observe about the consequences of environmental changes such
 

as 
more education, more population, higher incomes, accelerated govern
mental activity, and more urban jobs, for key aspects of 
the body politic?"
 

(2) The efficacy of the insurrectionary movement. 
 -- The intent was
 
to explore the current and potential capabilities of the insurgent organi

zation as to exploit systematically the inadequacies of and 
the pressures
 

upon the established authority structure.
 

(3) The relevance of programs. 
 -- Given the existing tensions within
 
the structure and the insurgents' ability to exploit these tensions, it is
 
important to know whether U.S. AID and Thai government programs are appro

priate to the problem.
 

(4) The most urgent tasks for research. -- It was hoped that the
 
Seminar would pin-point the most pressing researchable questions and thus
 

help in establishing priorities for future research.
 

SEMINAR ORGANIZATION
 

The Seminar was conducted ir,five successive sessions, each of three
 
hours' duration, and each organized around one of the 
following five topics:
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(1) Development-Security Interactions 
-- The Conceptual Framework
 
Underlying assumptions of scholars and policymakers about 
the
 

development-security relationship. 
What are the implicit theories 
or
 
explicit doctrines guiding analysis and policies?
 

(2) Development-Security Interactions 
-- Special Features of Thailand
 

Basic factors of 
rural society in Thailand (particularly in tile 
Northeast) that might impinge on dissidence. Is the villager "isolated"
 
or "involved?" Is security an 
individual or a state attribute? 
What 
observable impact has development had on 
either at the village level?
 

(3) The Instir~ency: Development Implications
 

What do we know and not 
know about the Communist Terrorists (CT)?
 
Recruitment appeals and "alternatives" offered by 
the insurgents; their
 
tactics and opportunities in exploiting Thai vulnerabilities. How might
 
"development" reduce or enhance these opportunities?
 

(4) The Prograi: Focus and Concept '
 

"Protection and Production" as 
program objectives; possible alter
natives -- for example, explicit political development objectives; sclttera
tion versus concentration; 
impact versus long-run programs. How do we close
 
the gap between U.S. and Royal Thai Government (RTG) priorities?
 

(5) Research Approaches and Priorities,
 

Within the vast wasteland of the uncertain 
 and the unknown 
uncovered in the course of the Seminar, which are tile most urgent, most
 
feasible, and most promising issues for 
 research? What techniques may be 

applicable or appropriate?
 

Only the first, second, and fourth of the above topics and associa
ted papers are reported on in the present Memorandum. Because of their 
higher classification, the insurgency and research priorities discus
sions and associated papers are reproduced in 
a companion Memorandum,
 
Seminar on Development and Security in Thailand: Part I, The Insurgency 

(U), RM-5871-AID/ARPA (Confidential).
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I. SEMINAR SESSIONS
 

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
 

The opening session of the Seminar was devoted to a search for a
 
conceptual framework for development-security interactions. 
 Charles
 
Wolf, Jr., 
Hfead of RAND's Economics Department, led off with an
 
appraisal of a number of alternative models of economic and political
 
change, critiquing both the relevance of these several models to the 
Thailand situation and their adequacy in 
integrating economic and
 

political factors. 
 He described 
two basic types of models:
 

1. Economic growth models: 
 Formal economic growth models are
 
highly sensitive to political factors. 
 These factors powerfully affect
 
the assumptions and parameters of 
the model. While this fact 
is some
times recognized in a general way, its 
implications are hardly ever
 
examined in any specific way. 
An example of a politically vulnerable
 
economic model is 
tile Chenery macro-growth model 
with its three key
 

parameters --
 target growth rate, capacity to invest, and marginal
 
savings rate --
all of which are critically dependent on political and
 
policy factors which the model virtually ignores. 
 This is a serious
 
limitation. The formal economic growth model appears 
to have little
 
operational utility for 
a situation like 
that of Thailand.
 

2. Political change models: 
 Unlike economic growth models,
 
political change models are characterized by a wide variety of both 
dependent variables 
-- violence, competitiveness, democracy, revolution,
 
social mobility, institutionalizaticnn 
-- and of independent variables 


income changes, distributional changes, levels of 
income and distribu
tion, political participation, mobility, literacy, education, and 
infor
mation media. Political change models thus offer 3 
much wider range of 
observations and measurements than do economic growth models. However,
 
such observations can 
only be loosely specified, and are thus not 
sus

ceptible to accurate measurement.
 

Models of political change may be "optimistic," "pessimistic," or
 

neutral" in their expectations:
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a) "Optimistic" models are those that relate merit variables
 

to merit systems, as for instance: the greater the improvement in the
 

economy (that is, the more the economy is propitiated In terms of con

ventional measures of economic welfare), the greater will be the level
 

of security. This is an optimistic view of the world.
 

b) "Pessimistic" models are those in which merit variables
 

are antagonistically related to merit systems. That is, if aconomic
 

growth is accelerated, employment expanded, income redistributed, and
 

mass participation encouraged, the stability of the system will be
 

upset, violence precipitated, and frictions and hostilities sharpened.
 

Some pessimistic models have a threshold value up to which favorable 

economic change may have unfavorable political consequences; once this
 

threshold value is exceeded, however, the optimistic model takes over.
 

c) "Neutral" models are those in which neither pessimistic
 

nor optimistic expectations dominate, but the o,,tcome depends on Ehe
 
balance between competing variables where a normative content is built
 

into each. The neutral model may offer the most promisig framework
 

for model development. Such a model might take the form of a large 

simultaneous equation system involving a balance between: 
 (1) economic
 

growth and modernization, (2) "participation" in the sense of distribu

tion of income and assets and in the sense of political involvement and
 

decislonmaking, and (3) disciplined and discriminating use nf coercion.
 

The assumption would be that, if any one of these three components of
 

the system gets out of balance or moves ahead too fast relative to the
 

other two, the system would break up.
 

Wolf called attention to two kinds of influences or forces that
 

critically alter outcomes that might be predicted by these models.
 

a) Endogenous forces: One element often crucially left out
 

of political change models is that dealing with the internal adversary,
 

that is, the quality and sophistication of the insurgents' internal
 

organization, its ability to disrupt the system and thus to affect the
 

systemic changes with which models are typically concerned. The envi

ronment within which a security/development nexus exists cannot be
 

adequately understood without considering the capability of an adver

sary in a formal, organizational sense to affect that environment.
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b) Exogenous forces: 
 Also neglected in political change
 
models are the external sources of influence, the sources of support
 
from outside the system. These influences affect both insurgent orga
nization and internal variables. 
For any level of internal variables
 
specified there is 
some level of external support for disruption of
 
the system and some quality of external support for bolstering the
 
established authority that could bring about results which are the
 
reverse or those predicted. For 
 example, greater magnitude or greater 
efficiency of external support for an internal insurgent organization
 
could yield results with respect 
to political stability, security, and
 
political development that are quite different from those inferred by
 
looking only at 
the internal situation.
 

There is not only a trade-off between the exogeny and 
the endogeny
 
on the insurgent side, but there 
are also trade-offs between the exter
nal support provided the insurgents, and that provided the established 
authority. The latter often works in complex and curious ways; that 
is, the backwash effect of heavy-handed support directed 
to authority
building may in fact extinguish or consume 
the very thing it is trying
 

to build.
 

Wolf's conclusion was that there 
is no single, simple, or high
confidence relationship between security and development, that many
 
relationships can be discerned, and that the outcome of 
their inter
actions will depend on a balance of forces which include both external
 

as well as internal factors.
 

In the ensuing discussion, one or two additional observations were
 
made concerning the framework for security/development interactions in
 

Thailand:
 

1. Targeting in an insurgency: 
 In the early stages of an insur
rectionary movement, 
it was argued the insurgent planner will tend to
 
target the most vulnerable "low performers" in the system, in order to 
secure at least the pass;ive compliance of the populace, if only in the 
sense of preserving secrecy and of denying cooperation and information
 
to the established government. In the later stages of insurgent growth, 
the "high performers" become the targets. 
 The insurgents no longer
 
need to identify with public welfare and social justice, but must now
 

I
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demonstrate their power and capacity for drastic action. Invincibility
 

is the image to be conveyed rather than concern for welfare.
 

2. The basic task of the U.S. AID Mission in Thailand, it was
 

suggested, is to influence, through thp Thai Government, the individ

ual most vulnerable to the insurgency -- tile villager. lie must be
 

reached and influenced to become part of Thai society rather than part
 

of the structure that the insurgent is building. However, it is ineffi

cient and, indeed, infeasible, to try to reach him through a large
 

variety of measures. The Mission must focus on key elements of his
 

value system, persuade the villager that these are relevant elements,
 

and concentrate its programs on them. It means taking risks, being
 

selective, and limiting benefit-conferring efforts to the elements
 

selected. Selectivity is necessary, because resources are insufficient
 

to work at all levels at once.
 

3. There is a real question concerning the extent to which the
 

Thai government shares the U.S. Mission's concern over internal security.
 

In terms of its own resource allocation, the Thai government has consis

tently demonstrated a far greater interest in economic development. The
 

proportion of its budget devoted to economic and social development pur

poses has risen steadily, relative to that going to military and police
 

forces. The basic thrust has been toward increasing the GNP, quite pos

sibly on the RTG's unspoken assumption that economic growth will in and
 

of itself best serve Thailand's security needs.
 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THAILAND
 

David Wilson, Department of Political Science, University of Cali

fornia at Los Angeles, opened the second session of the Seminar with a
 

brief summary of the main points made in his paper on the security
 

aspects of economic change in Thailand. His observations and several
 

of the more significant points raised in the ensuing discussion are
 

summarized below.
 

The conceptual notion of Thai society on which AID is operating 

-- which is at the same time the conventional wisdom on the subject -

is one of a Thai social structure divided into two categories: The 
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Village and The Government. The thrust of most U.S./RTG efforts is
 

aimed at 
the supposed interaction between these two categories. There
 

is, however, much more 
tc Thai society than just these two elements.
 

In particular, there is another element 
in Thai society that is very
 

dynamic and should be more fully considered when devising strategies
 

for Thai security, namely, the non-peasant private sector. This sector
 

comprises the people who live in 
towns and cities and are engaged in
 

economic relationships with both the peasants and the government, often
 

acting as a kind of middleman between town and countryside. These eco

nomic relationships have a social component or a link with the social
 

structure 
that should be utilized.
 

The insurgency in Thailand and, for that matter, the U.S. AID
 

program in Thailand are marginal factors when compared with what is
 
going on in Thailand as a whole, and particularly when viewed in rela

tion to the enormous dynamism of 
the indigenous population. The general
 

thrust of most Thai Government operations is 
toward economic development,
 

and 
our AID program, designed very much as a security program, tends 
to
 

be marginal to 
the social effort that accompanies the developmental
 

activities taking place.
 

Our research effort should be directed toward discovering what
 

these institutions are by which people in the countryside make money or
 

have cash wage jobs. There is a great deal of evidence that many in
 

the countryside work for cash, part-time, or full time, but very little
 

is known regarding how this 
comes about, what the institutions are that
 

link the countryside to the 
cash economy, and what incentives or oppor

tunities attract them to 
these activities.
 

Such research should be undertaken with the security problem in
 

mind. 
 Security here meaning not supression of insurgents, but of link

ing the mass of the population to a more satisfactory, more predictable,
 

and therefore 
more secure social life in the framework of a rapidly
 

changing social and economic system. 
 In mobilizing their "loyalties,"
 

as we attempt to do, 
we might think of loyalty as confidence, say,
 

between the farrier and the buyer, and between the buyer and the govern

ment. 
 These links through the middleman include both communication of
 

13
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information and transfer of credit; they involve a certain amount of
 

trust and therefore are of considerable social significance.
 

An example of linkages which might be utilized is that of agri

cultural and technical officers at amphur and changwad levels, who
 

might be encouraged to enter into better rtulationships with private
 

entrepreneurs in their towns. 1he latter artually need technical infor

mation and may reciprocate for such information by helping the govern

ment. There is an established structure of relationships between urban
 

Thailand and rural Thailand in the private sector, and this structure
 

should be utilized and encouraged side by side with that of the govern

ment. Michael Moerman's personal experience in the Thai countryside
 

confirms that businessmen are incomparably more effective as agents of
 

agricultural extension than are government officials. In the case of
 

encouraging the use of fertilizer, for example, the entrepreneur will
 

stress the profit motive and set an example by buying the product for
 

himself, whereas government agents have far less success when they try
 

to project fertilizer as a symbol of progress.
 

Since the Thai are a strongly economically motivated people, it
 

may be well to look at the fact that insurgency for some Thais can be
 

considered as a career opportunity. Impact programs as now conceived
 

generally disregard career attractiveness, in the sense of providing
 

employment opportunities to those who are most likely to become insur

gents. If we are looking for fairly simple criteria for evaluating
 

the effectiveness of a counterinsurgency program, we might consider
 

the criterion of the number of jobs created, both inside and outside
 

the rural areas, for the rural. 20-30 age group most susceptible to
 

insurgent appeals.
 

Given the attractiveness of economic incentives to the Thai, it
 

is not necessary that the beneficial effects of development be felt
 

immediately. Mere anticipation of improvement has an appeal. People
 

do not reach a conclusion about loyalty on the basis of a dollar today
 

or even on income this year. They see their relationship to a system
 

See p. 22, below.
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in terms of movement and prospects, and in this sense growth has rele

vance to security.
 

The appeal of the government must be entirely different from that
 
of the insurgents. The government must deliver on 
its promises. The
 
government should not stumble into the position of trying 
to match the
 

insurgent's appeal on his ground, but must have a program of its own,
 
capitalizing on its particular assets. By 
the same token, the strategy
 
of counterinsurgency should not be a reaction to 
that of the insurgents,
 

but should be a viable strategy on its own hook.
 

Counterinsurgency should be distinguished from security. 
Counter

insurgency, as conventionally conceived, is essentially a police-cum

military problem, and 
the role of economic action in 
that is to raise
 
government revenues sufficiently to support the intelligence and sup
pression activities and 
to build the protection institutions that are
 

required. You do not protect villagers from people with guns by rais
ing their economic welfare. But economic welfare is relevant to security
 

in a broader sense. 
 By raising incomes and creating job opportunities
 

we may be able to 
narrow the area where the shooting problem is a polit
ical problem and to decrease its potential for expansion. By creating
 

opportuaities, people are hooked into dynamic nongovernmental institu

tions, and are 
given a stake in society.
 

Several problems for further research emerged 
from the discussion:
 

What Is 
the economic significance of the transactions that 
take place
 

bctween the rural and urban sectors? What kinds of population movements
 
aie tiking place and do they reflect large rural-urban income differen

tials? 
What kinds of loyalties are generated or destroyed by such move
ments of goods and services? What kinds of information and propaganda
 

circulate in what ways through what intermediaries? Essentially, what
 
is 
the relationship between the government and the entrepreneur, and how
 

does this affect the peasant?
 

U.S. PROGRAMS: 
 FOCUS AND CONCEPT
 

A subsequent session of the conference concentrated on the focus
 

and concept of U.S. aid programs in Thailand. Three conferees presented
 

/6
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their views on the subject. Princeton Lyman, Center for International
 

Affairs, Harvard University, led off with the following thesis:
 

Economic development is the preferred path to achieving security
 

in Thailand for three reasons. a) the process of economic development
 

is taking place, whether we encourage it or not, and if we are really
 

concerned about the political system and security, we must observe the
 

process and use it to its maximum positive effect; b) economic devel

opment as an element in a security situation can be used as an entree
 

into all other elements of the situation, because it touches all other
 

elements -- social processes, interactions with government, and so
 

forth; and c) the economic development field is the best and most prac

tical sphere through which the United States can influence social and
 

political questions, becaitse AID has a legitimate and accepted role in
 

this sphere, whereas programs attempting to influence political pro

cesses directly would be precedent-breaking and might be regarded as
 

unwelcome intervention.
 

The security of Thailand does not ilo at the periphery of the
 

country, in the Northeast; it lies at tie center. In terms of the U.S.
 

interest, the security of Thailand can be me - d by the strength of
 

the Thai to resist subversion and maintain stable, effective government.
 

If the center is strong, productive, and powerful and can engage and
 

stimulate the rest of the country, the internal and external enemy can
 

work forever in the Northeast witliout toppling Thailand. We should
 

take the long-term view in our pursuit of Thai security for as long as
 

our competition with the Communists continues. 
 This means that defeat

ing the ir.3urgency in the Northeast is a relatively insignificant part
 

of the problem.
 

A strategy for long-range economic development for Thailand
 

requires: a) a new set of priorities involving decisions on what would
 

have long-range effects on the systeu, and b) concentration on a few
 

key policy areas. If we do not concentrate on a few key areas, we will
 

diffuse our leverage.
 

If the decision is to accept this strategy, there are three cri

teria to consider in choosing pivotal areas: a) the extent of the
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effect on economic and political development across the society; b)
 

the time required to achieve 
these effects in relation to U.S. objec

tives, and c) the feasibility of shifting our policies.
 

If the 
thesis is accepted that security lies at the center of
 

Thailand an. that the 
center will stagnate despite over-all growth if
 

the present situation continues, we will have to shift both our 
prior

ities and those of the Thai Government. Instead of viewing security
 

in the Northeast as 
an outside problem, and development in the center
 

as the concern of the 
center alone, both the United SLates and the
 

Thai Government must develop a new strategy.
 

If the thesis is accepted, the entire U.S. effort must be 
focused
 

on the new strategy in order to have any impact 
on the Thai. AID, the
 

MAAG chief, the Ambassador, the CIA, et al., must speak with the same
 

voice in emphasizing that economic development is 
the major element in
 

the security program.
 

Richard lough, 
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts Univer

sity, expanded on Lyman's views by saying:
 

In countries where a broad strategy of development and
 
security was adopted that lent itself to clarification of
 
program options and program choices, it was also possible
 
to adopt conscious political tactics. 
 In these countries,
 
counterinsurgency and rural development programs were devel
oped which have been more 
or less successful. In turn where
 
a sense 
of strategy has been neglected or a hodge-podge of
 
reactive programs were adopted in response to the operations
 
of the enemy, success has been marginal or zero.
 

As examples of actions producing successful results, Hough cited
 

Malaysia, Kenya (during the Mau-Mau rebellion), the Chinese Nationalist
 

campaign in Kiangsi Province in 1934 that precipitated the Long March
 

of the Communists, and Taiwan. 
The last, Taiwan, is an example of a
 

political strategy remolding the power structures and institutional
 

foundations in rural Taiwan. 
The purpose was to de-fuse rural unrest
 

and build a long-term presence for the alien mainlander government.
 

The Americans helped, but essentially it was a Nationalist show. 
 The
 

Farmers' Association system spurred development in rural areas 
and built
 

up an institutional structure at the local level which served both devel

opment and political purposes.
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On the negative side, the Philippines during the Magsaysay period
 

serves 
as an example of reform by reactive tactics, which was frag

mented and ineffective. 
 There was no long-term framework to combat
 

insurgency, no basic reforms at tile 
center but a plethor- of new
 

agencies 
that did not touch upon the tough problems of a restrictive,
 

traditional regime governing the country. 
As a result, the long-term
 

development dimension of security was neglected. 
With no sense of
 

political and economic strategy for the large area, the security

development dimensions in Central Luzon 
never melded into a fruitful
 

relationship.
 

Relating these examples to 
the Thailand case, lough suggested as
 

positive actions: first, that some means be found to initiate a
 

dialogue upward and downward within the authority structure in Thailand
 

to spur program implementation. Second, if the evidence is as clear
 

as Wilson suggests that the peasant farmer responds to economic incen

tives, a system of multi-purpose cooperatives on the land such as the
 

Farmers' Association in Taiwan may serve as examples for Thailand.
 

The multi-purpose cooperative should be investigated for the Northeast
 

as an instituticnal means of getting at 
some of the economic problems
 

on the farms and for providing a political transmission belt for the
 

central government. Focusing upon the discrete village unit is eco

nomically inefficient and of marginal political benefit in 
terms of
 

expanding popular support for the constituted authority.
 

Stephen Loftus, Jr., Assistant Director for Research, ARPA,
 

stressed the necessity to have a coherent, long-range AID strategy.
 

This we do not have, and as a result AID programs have been somewhat
 

capricious. In particular:
 

There is a lack of sufficient detailed, reliable information on
 

the insurgency and the insurgent environment. There is also a lack of
 

reliable data and analysis on the impact of our programs o-m the vil

lage. Thus far our resear(.h has yielded little as a basis for programming.
 

Congressional reluctance to make icag-range commitments of AID
 

funds, periodic changes in our AID priorities and personnel, and more
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gradual modifications in the Tha-i view of their problems, contribute
 

to the difficulty of making long-range plans.
 

While the focus of U.S. programs is on the externally supported 
insurgency, the emphasis of many Thai is more on 
traditional security
 
interests, such as 
border disputes with Burma and Cambodia, maintaining
 

a "modern" military establishment, power-balancing in Bangkok, and so
 

forth.
 

There is often a lack of constancy or of consensus between the
 
two governments with regard 
to timing and size of resources to be
 
devoted to the rural countryside. There is reluctance to enter into
 
a longer ter commitment to 
a major program to cope with insurgency.
 
As sporadic insurgent activity breaks out in areas other than the North
east, the Thai structure may shift erratically to focus on the new
 

areas.
 

in the light of these problems, there is a need for even greater
 
effort toward integration of the diverse programs and activities of the
 
several elements of thi 
U.S. Mission, and a continuing reassessment of
 

U.S. policies there.
 

In the discussion that followed, several ideas were put forward:
 

1. The inconstant priorities of the Thai Government in dealing
 
with the insurgency are partly the consequence of the U.S. effort to
 
instill in 
the Thai a sense of urgency, which sporadically appears to
 
lead to overreactions or ill-considered policies on 
the part of the
 
Thai Government. U.S. influence should aim at 
a more steady, sustained
 
effort to strengthen Thai capability to deal with the insurgency with a
 

number of low-emphasis, long-range programs.
 

2. The tiesis that limited objectives and small scale activities 
on the part of the insurgents add up to a lack of sophistication on
 
their part was questioned. Limitation of objectives may be 
an indica
tion of early embryu.,ic growth and thus consistent with a sophisticated
 

approach.
 

3. A lively discussion brought out disagreements on two "diseases"
 
which seem to be afflicting Thailand: 
 the small-scale insurgencies that
 

I6q
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beset Thailand on its periphery, and the vulnerability of Thai society
 

and its populace to problems posed by rapid development, inequitable
 

income distribution, and so forth. Are these two separate diseases,
 

or can their symptoms be treated as one? Does one reinforce the other, 

or will treating one cure both? On these pivotal conference issues the 

participants remained uncertain and divided. Wille there was strong 

affirmation that "insurgent" insecurity and "developmental" insecurity 

are two separate and distinct issues, requiring different responses 

and strategies, there was equally clear recognition that the interaction 

among causes, symptoms, and cures were multifarious and complex. 

4. The question of whether the Thai Government can mount an ade

quate attack on both problems simultaneously also remained unresolved. 

Although there are resources to do a great deal in the ecrnomic sphere, 

the United States has very limited resources that it can bring to bear
 

in the political sphere. These resources must be used sparingly rather 

than being dissipated on a large number of high-cost, low-confidence 

measures. 

5. The current research activities of the AID Mission in Thailand 

are designed to serve particular program needs. For example, in order 

to focus more sharply on the Mission's cfforts in local government, a 

study is under way to clarify the decisionmaking process, the lines of 

communication, and the process of project implementation in Thai local 

administration. To understand better the relationship between provin

cial urban centers and their agricultural hinterland, a study is being
 

made of the agricultural marketing area of Khon Kaen, an important
 

thriving community in the Northeast that is not dependent for its pros

perity on a U.S. base presence. To ex:plore the possibilities and limi

tations of a Village Security Force, a survey of local security
 

organizations is being conducted in 20 villages of the Northeast. The
 

accomplishments of cooperative organizations, and certain aspects of
 

labor force, agricultural implements, and fertilizer in the Northeast
 

are also being examined. These and similar studies will continue to
 

be pushed.
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6. Finally, it is by no means obvious that the research efforts 

of the past have had a significimt- payoff. One participant in tile 

Seminar urged that the Mission undertake or sponsor some research on 

research in Thailand, in order co improve its usefulness. For instance, 

what happens to Thai research in terms of influencing policy decisions? 

Who are the Thai clients, and how effectively do we communicate with 

them? And do we draw Thai scientific talents into the research effort 

energetically enough? There may be a number of simple ways in which 

our research efforts in Thailand could be made more relevant to Thai
 

reality. 
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II. CONTRIBUTED PAPERS
 

SECURITY IMPACT OF ECONOMIC CHANGE 
or
 

"WHY ARE THESE CATS SO RESTLESS?"
 

David A. Wilson
 

University of California at Los Angeles
 

The main points of this paper are 
that tile farmers and rural
 
people of Thailand are not 
isolated but 
rather are stimulated by wide
spread influences and are 
responsive to a variety of needs and oppor
tunities to make cash income; that this situation ties them into a
 
rudimentary national system through 
 labor and commodity markets; and 
that the character of this system affects the state of security in the 
country. Recognition of this market system suggests a revision of the 
conventional view of Thailand's society as made up of two parts -- tile 
government and the villages. If such a revision is acceptable we ought 
to raise some 
questions about USOM research and, possibly, programs.
 

Probably nine out 
of ten 
contacts between rural communities and 
the rest of the country are unofficial. This figure is merely a guess 
but I think there will be little dispute about the general proposition.
 
Yet conventionally when we consider rural-urban relationships we 
are
 
inclined to ignore what we 
can call here the private sector. 
 I do not 
mean to exaggerate the problem. The power of a simple notion is, how
ever, such that it sometimes obscures reality. The conception of Thai
 
society as made up of 
two parts 
is such a simple but powerful notion.
 
Armed with it we examine the relationship between government and vil
lage and find it thin, to say the least. We then conclude that there 
is a dangerous fracture in the society that will permit the entry of 
fatally subversive forces. 
 The validity of 
this conclusion is ques
tionable. I suggest we 
complicate the conception of society to 
include
 
government, private sector and 
rural community as 
three separable com
ponents, and then proceed to question the conclusion.
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CASH INCOME
 

There can be 
little doubt that the society of Thailand is a web
 

of links and connections that comprehends virtually all segments of
 

the population. Pcople's efforts to acquire cash 
income seem to me a
 

good general area for study of these connections. We know that the
 

economy of rural Thailand is monetized, but only partly. [See 7, 3]
 

We know that the need for cash income interacts dynamicaliy with a 

pattern of -obsistence although we have not defined the character of 

the t lons the valueequa or of the parameters. We know, of course, 

that in order to gain cash income a person must take part in a national 

system of institutions and thus be more or less linked to the national 

society. 

There is also evidence that in some places the subsistence element
 

of the rural economy is changing. [3] The bedrock of subsistence is
 

rice. On the basis of productivity data as well as scattered observa

tions it is clear that pressure on rice land is increasing. Long [6]
 

is merely one 
of those who observe that rice cultivation in Northeast
 

Thailand is, 
on the whole, less than optimal for the situation. Chap

man [11 notes that much of the north is 
barely subsistent or deficit
 

in rice production. 
 Judd says the same. I think we may conclude that
 

this pressure on rice land indicates a rapid increase in the monetary
 

element of the economy and an increase in the need for sources of cash 

income on the part of rural population.
 

At the same time, the whole economy is rapidly changing and oppor

tunities for making cash income are being transformed. For example, 

in the North, forests have declined as a source of income timberas 


cutting has fallen off and 
demand for sticklac has disappeared. At 

the same time, construction has increased demand for labor on roads, 

in towns, and in quarries. New industries, for example, mining, and 

new opportunities for cash crops, such as tobacco, have appeared. 

These transformations, when linked to market opportunities, give us
 

The Numbers in brackets are keyed to the References on p. 23.
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a picture of widespread flow of people and goods around the country
 

in response to an increasing need for cash income.
 

Our problem is to develop a picture of these flows in 
order to
 

provide the matrix into which to put 
our attitude information (USOM/RD).
 

[9] 
 In developing the picture we should attend particularly to block

ages or barriers that frustrate expectations and divert motivation
 

(Kirsch). [5] Somewhere in that complex is 
the link of development
 

and security.
 

SECURITY
 

Security seems to me to be a matter of lower rather than higher
 

risk of loss 
in life's course; higher rather than lower predictability
 

of the outcome of life's situations. Therefore, security is a function
 

of the chances one faces of being killed or 
injured, imprisoned, plun

dered or otherwise impoverished by cheats, 
 crooks or other delinquents 

and grafters; a function both of the 
regularity and magnitude of those
 

chances. A secure 
society is one in which the chance of accidental
 

damage is low. Social and governmental activities such as defense,
 

protection, monetary policy, weights and measures, public health and
 

sanitation, flood 
control, road building, and maintenance of power and
 

water all contribute to security. Thus, security is related to 
capa

cities to govern (Heymann, et al.; Wilson). [2,101
 

The most dramatic threats to security are violent ones. 
 Violence
 

plays an importait part in the life of Thailand. 
 Robbery and banditry
 

are ways of making a living and they are sufficiently widespread to
 

make them a common source of fear throughout the country. In the
 

common view they are usually correlated with either poor economic con

ditions or with the "dry season", that is, periods of hardship and 

unemployment. Thailand also has its share of organized crime in the 

usual forms of smuggling, narcotics and vice. 
 The maintenance of these
 

enterprises results in violence 
-- unknown in amount.
 

Force and violence are also part of the technique of increasing
 

security. 
The state, through police and other agencies, utilizes force
 

to decrease the risk of accidental damage to people. We do not know
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much about how the government uses force differently in relation to
 

different classes of people but we 
can assume it as a pal:tern. At the
 

same 
time private force and violence are considerable in Thailand.
 

Crime statistics are not available nor, if 
they were, would I make
 

much of them. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that violence plays
 

a role as a form of private security effort as "ell as privat- enforce

ment of rules. Murder in parts of Thailand is at least twice 
as common
 

as it is in the United States.
 

"Insurgency" is a special situation in which violence becomes
 

fused with political organization and aims to influence or replace the
 

existing government. In Thailand the insurrection that is concerning
 

people is planned and encadred from outside the country although the
 

personnel are not foreign. The insurrection presumably hopes to gain
 

a stable foothold from which its political organization can play a
 

significant role in national politics. 
 We do not seem to know very
 

much about the strategy of the Thailand Liberation Movement, although
 

what documentary evidence I have seen over 
the past three years indi

cates a strategy of a national-front appeal to 
all classes to liberate
 

the nation of American imperialism and its lackies.
 

The rural insurrection of the Phu Phan mountains may be designed
 

as a show of strength to bring about panic, demoralization, and dissen

sion among ihai leaders. It may, on the other hand, be aimed at mobi

lizing a peasant army to conquer the country. In the middle some
 

notion of developing bargaining counters in a complex political 
drama
 

may be the strategic conception. My own guess would be that the
 

strategy is experimental and pragmatic with any of 
the above options
 

still open.
 

Tactically, the insurrection seems to be little more 
than bandit
 

terrorism. Physically, the armed bands are small and isolated; they
 

are 
cut off from any regular supplies and forced to operate in what
 

is probably a food deficit area. 
 They engage in a certain amount of
 

terrorism and more or less forced propaganda meetings in villages.
 

They have recruited a number of youths for training (some of whom
 

quickly defect upon return to Thailand). The biggest unknown is the
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iceberg effect. 
 What is beneath the level of observation is anyone's
 

guess -- and everyone does.
 

This insurrection is a genuine problem. 
 Even though it is small,
 
isolated, and not very effective, it cannot be neglected. (Nor is it
 
being neglected.) 
 It presents certain tactical difficulties. One
 
difficulty is to 
conduct police wcrk designed to reduce the chances of
 
successful terrorist attacks on 
the population while, at the same 
time,
 
seeking out and destroying the existing armed bands. 
 Such straight

forward tactical objectives are not easy to attain, but I cannot
 
believe they are not attainable and at reasonable cost. A difficult
 
complication of the tactical problem lies in the need to avoid solutions
 
that might stimulate rather chan suppress the progress of the insurrec
tion. The promotion of panic, demoralization, and particularly dissen
sion within the Thai government are not unreasonable objectives for 

the insurgency.
 

EMPLOYMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

In the literature of research on Thailand, one 
is struck by the
 
lack of attention to the notion of employment. This lack is characteris
tic, it seems to me, of general academic literature as well as security
oriented research. Yet employment should be 
a useful analytical link
 
between the idea of development (particularly economic development) and
 
security (particularly, but not only, rural insurrection).
 

I am not using employment in any technical sense. 
 Rather, I use
 
the term as a general notion to 
include the more or less effective use
 
of labor, alternative labor opportunities, and alternative career
 
patterns and opportunities. My interest is closely linked to 
the
 
increasing monetization of Thailand's economy and the manifest response
 

to opportunities for increasing cash income.
 

Development Is presumably something quite different from security.
 
Development is the growth or 
increase of something -- resources, income, 
capacity, opportunity, merit. This growth or increase is quite likely
 
to involve changes in the relationships of people to each other, as
 
well as changes in their conceptions of living, both in terms of their
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values or objectives and of the ideas about the appropriate means to
 

attain them. Such changes as they occur will probably affect security
 

in the previously discussed sense and, more importantly, may affect
 

the security of different classes of people in different ways. By that
 

I mean that developmental changes will increase tie amount of "acci

dental" damage happening to some people because other people are doing
 

novel things. At the same time, people employed in new fields may also
 

have less security, that is, more risk, as a condition of increased
 

income or opportunity. Incidentally, in Thailand, no less so than in
 

the United States, developmental change can be destructive to the
 

income and opportunities for some groups.
 

Very little hard information is available on unemployment in
 

Thailand. One's impression is that there is a substantial amount of
 

unemployment of one kind or another. Casual observation indicates that
 

in spite of substantial increases in economic activity, wage rates have
 

remained quite stable and strikes have been rare and, for the most part,
 

very special cases.
 

We can assume that in the Thai economy all the various kinds of
 

unemployment exist, that is, underemployment or disguised unemployment,
 

plain unemployment, and the unemployment or underemployment of skills
 

and ambitions. This last category is perhaps the most difficult to
 

analyze but may be the most important in security terms. The unemploy

ment of skills and ambitions may be divided into three sub-categories:
 

1. Technological unemployment;
 

2. Educational underemployment; and
 

3. Structural frustration of ambition.
 

In an economy as technologically primitive as Thailand's, it is
 

difficult to imagine that technological unemployment would constitute
 

much of a problem. Nevertheless, for some groups of people this may
 

indeed be tile case. For example, certain so-called hill peoples of
 

the North have traditionally earned needed cash by a "carrying" trade.
 

These people are losing their work because of roads being built into
 

areas where previously they provided carrier service by foot, pony, or
 

0)
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elephant. For various cultural and legal, as well as 
technical, reasons
 

these people cannot 
cope with the problem and now find themselves hard
 

pressed. The problem is marginal, but the security problem begins at
 

the margin.
 

The second kind of special unemployment problem is educational
 

unemployment. 
 The basic question is whether or not educational invest

ment pays off at all levels. It appears almost certain that such
 

investment pays off at university level, that is to say, university
 

graduates have little difficulty finding work commensurate with their
 

expectations in terms of income and status. 
 Also those who go to
 

school for four years (or less) are probably not frustrated in the
 

expectations developed in school. But a substantial number of people
 

(perhaps 30,000 to 40,000 per year) discontinue their schooling, volun

tarily or involuntarily, in upper secondary school. 
 By educational
 

standards, these people could be considered underemployed. On the
 

other hand, they may be Lhe happiest people in the country because the
 

economic systems seems to absorb 
a large number of skilled and clerical
 

workers created through industry training. In any case, very little
 

seems to be available on the employment opportunities or career patterns
 

of such people.
 

Finally, within the educated elite there is some problem of what
 

I call underemployment of ambition. This is a psychological problem
 

rather than an economic one and, therefore, even in principle not sus

ceptible to precise measurement. Nevertheless, all unemployment has
 

a psychological dimension so that this difficulty is a matter of degree.
 

The Thai political economy depends to a large extent on conservatism
 

and "corruption" for its cohesion. 
 The system's incentives, therefore,
 

tend to be indifferent to training and skill, which are employed at
 

substantially less than optimum. 
The degree to which this situation
 

creates a sense of underemployment, frustration and indifference or
 

antagonism to the 
system is difficult to judge. Nevertheless, such
 
states of mind are 
created and constitute, at least psychologically,
 

an unemployment problem.
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We are aware of the Insistent demand for cash income among the
 

rural population of Thailand. We are also aware, although in a less
 

clear way, of the widespread ambition for careers different from that
 

of a mainly subsistence rice farmer. We have a good deal of impres

sionistic information about migrations -- either temporary or perma

nent -- in search of work. We know, for example, that many wcrkers 

everywhere in Thailand come frou other parts of the country. Notably, 

we know that some large proportion of the labor force of Bangkok comes 

from the Northe2ast. But it is my mpression that very little has been
 

done to investigate the patterns of these migrations. Particularly,
 

we have paid very little attention to the rural person off the farm,
 

working or looking for work in a town or Bangkok.
 

The unemployed person is a potential security risk. T think we
 

must consider that insurrection is an employment opportunity and per

haps a career opportunity. This kind of activity can be analyzed in
 

comparison with alternative employment and career opportunities. Such
 

an analysis, however primitive, will throw some light on incentives 

for insurrection. We already have some information [4, 5, 8] on 

conceptions and attitudes toward careers among rural Thai. Some in

formation on defectors from the Communists reflects the attitudes and 

conceptions of the recruits toward insurgency as a career. Such 

attitude information if fitted into a matrix of information about 

alternative employment should indicate problem areas and fruitful 

directions for development programs designed to increase security. 

But in ;nvestigating this situation we must take account of the
 

widespread web of connections and the ramifications of changes within
 

it. Commodity market structure and conditions as well as employment
 

opportunities link the security of the Northeast intimately with the
 

rest of the country.
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SECURITY AND DEVELOPMENT N THAILAND'S RURAL AREAS
 

Charles F. Keyes
 
University of Washington
 

INTRODUCTION
 

In attempting to discuss the theme of 
this seminar in reference
 
to rural Thailand I am faced with having to define "development,"
 
"security," and "Thai peasantry." 
 In its root meaning "developmentl'
 
implies the introduction and adoption of changes that 
result in some
 
permanent improvement in the lives of people living in a particular
 
society. This would seemingly not take 
us very far, but to offer a
 
more refined definition would probably meet with little agreement.
 
Some people would argue that improvement can only occur in the tech
nological or economic sectors while others would argue, just as
 
vehemently, that development must result in improvements in the basic
 
fabric of a society. In this paper, I shall adopt 
a heuristic approach
 
and offer what I believe to be the conception of improvement held by
 
Thai peasants. For them improvement means increased opportunity to
 
obtain more material comforts, to obtain higher statuses, and to
 
obtain greater freedom from "suffering" (illness, short life, insuf

ficient food, and so forth).
 

"Security" implies that the social rules or principles, which
 
every person learns explicitly and implicitly and which enable him
 
to predict, within limits, 
events that take place within a society,
 
are not threatened, distrupted, or destroyed by an outside source or
 
questioned or rejected by members of the society. 
 External threats
 
to security can be met only by removal of those threats and the re
establishing of the status quo. 
 Internal challeages to security must
 
be met either by convincing the challengers of the value of the social
 
rules being questioned or by offering them new rules to 
replace those
 

being questioned.
 

In this paper the author puts forth ideas as 
stimuli for discussion

rather than as a well-documented set of conclusions. 
 Numbers in brackets
 
are keyed to the references on pp. 35-36.
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Tile peasantry of Thailand consists of those rural people of the
 

kingdom whose local social systems are articulated economically,
 

culturally, and politically with the national system. 
Most of the
 

peasantry of Thailand are 
speakers of some language belonging to the
 
Thai family, but there are also non-Thai speaking people who must be
 

counted as part of the Thai peasantry (such groups as the Thai-Malay 
who live in the far southern provinces of the kingdom, the Thai-Khmer
 

who live in the southern part of the Northeast and in the eastern part 

of the Central Region, ald a smattering of Vietnamese, Mon, Burmese,
 

and Chinese rural communities found in various parts of the country).
 

In addition, some members of the groups usually termed "hill tribes"
 

belong to a category which might be termed "emerging peasants." For 

purposes of this paper, I shall not consider that any people belong in 

this latter group. It must be noted that there is no single model of 
local social structure which is applicable to all Thai-speaking peasants, 

much less to all peasants in Thailand. Giver, this diversity, I could
 

not presume to identify and to treat adequately all of the data on Thai
 

peasants relevant 
to the topic of this paper. My comments are most
 

applicable to the areas of rural Thailand I know best -- namely, the
 

central part of northeastern Thailand and, to a lesser extent, the Mae
 

Sariang area of northwestern Thailand. 

TYPES OF INSECURITY AMONG THAI PEASANTS 

Terrorism
 

One of the most talked about causes of insecurity and, if one is
 
to believe the newpapers, by far the most prevalent is terrorism.
 

Certainly, fear of and actual experience ith terrorist attacks 

threatens many of tile predictable features of rural society. Responses
 

to 
this type of security threat by the Thai government (with or without
 

United States encouragement) in termE of some development project would
 

be as absurd as thetv would be futile. What terrorized villagers want 

For a recent treatment of the "tribal peoples" in reference to
 
the question of national security, see Reference [3].
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is protection from terrorist attacks, not 
a new well or a new cash
 

crop.
 

However, although development projects are not 
an answer to in.
securities bred by terrorism, methods used to combat terrorism might 
be instituted in areas where terrorist activity is present. If the 
peasantry in ansuch area is treated as "sympathizers" unless proved 
othenrise, they are likely to feel alienated even if terrorist activity 
is successfUlly suppressed. On the other hand, if those charged with 
combating terrorism (tile district authorities, the police, or the
 
military) convey the impression that the
they are working to improve 

security 
not only of remote Bangkok or of an abstraction called Thailand 
but also of the peasants themselves, then they may stimulate in the 
peasantry a greater willingness to accept development programs.
 

Dissatisfactions wi th the National Government 

Some Thai peasants also experience a sense of insecurity in con
sequence of the impingements of the national system upon the rural social 
system. In the first place, if two or more national systems are com
peting for 
 the loyalties of the peasantry, the consequent uncertainty
 
about which national symbols to choose 
 may lead to insecurities among 
the peasantry affected. 
 Secondly, the peasantry may feel insecure if
 
demands from the national government threaten, or seem to threaten,
 
local sociocultural patterns.
 

For the vast majority of the Thai peasantry, the Thai monarchy
 
and the Buddhist 
 order provide such powerful. symbols as to almost 
completely preclude the acceptance of any alternative symbols. [6, 
71
 
Even the Thailand Liberation Movement (alternatively called the Thailand 
Independence Movement 
or the Thailand Patriotic Front) has not openly
 
and directly attacked these symbols. 
 In fact, it would be unprofitable
 
for them to do so. Insofar as ultimate loyalty of the Thai peasantry
 
to the existing national system is not 
in question, problems of in
security in Thailand can never be comparable to those of Vietnam. To
 
introduce development programs based on the premise that 
the ultimate
 
loyalties of the majority of Thai peasants must be assured would be mis

guided at best.
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I should note, however, that there are some minority sectors of 

the Thai peasantry that could possibly be attracted to national symbols 

other than those provided by Lhe Thai nation. The Thai-,M.alay and 

perhaps the Thai-Khmer may be more attracted by the national symbols 

of Malaysia and Cambodia than by those of Thailand. However, I do not 

have enough information to speak to this point. In the case of the 

Thai-Lao (northeastern Thai) there need be no fear in this regard for 

they definitely see themselves as Thai citizens and not as potential 

Lao citizens. [6, 7, 15] it is possible that the small number of 
Shans in Thailand (located primarily in Mae Hong Son Province) may be
 

attracted by the goals of the Shan Independence Movement. Finally, 

and perhaps most Importantly, there are the Vietnamese refugees in 

northeastern Thailand, many of whom continue to be attached much more 

to Ho Chi Minh than to any Thai national symbol. If it is basic loyalty 

to the Thai nation that the government is concerned about, it should 

direct its attention to these groups, not to those whose lowalty is 
already assured. Some efforts are apparently being made to make the 

Thai nation more meaningful for the Thai-Malavs. In contrast, what I 

have seen and read about the Vietnamese in northeastern Thailand sug

gests that the Thai government is making no effort whatsoever to bring 

about the acceptance of Thai national symbols by the Vietnamese.
 

Even when ultimate loyalty to the existing Thai national system
 

is not in question, Thai peasants may still feel that there are fric

tions between themselves and government officials which threaten their
 

security. These frictions may be sufficiently irritating to some 

peasants to ciuse them to seek radical means of alleviating them. The 

two most widely reported causes of frictions between Thai Deasants and
 

government officials stem from misuse (in the minds of the peasants)
 

of power by officials, especially the police, and from what we as
 

Westerners usually term "corruption." The peasantry resents the police
 

for their interference with such local practices as slaughtering, liquor
 

However, interviews that I have had with Shans in Mae hong Son 
Province suggest, on the contrary, that Shans living in Thailand 
identify as Thai citizens. 



manufacture, and gambling. 
 On the other hand, they often feel that tile 
police do not protect them against rustling, theft, or even murder. 
[10, 111 Similarly, peasants also resent the demands for "tea money"
 
(bribes) which many officials make before issuing land deeds, 
arms or
 
vehicle registrations, permits for opening new 
land, and so on, and
 
they resent the fact that a substantial sum 
of money can convince an
 
official to overlook the illegal cutting of 
a tree, the use, for agri
cultural purposes, of government land, or even tile beclouded circum, 
stances surrounding the death of an 
individual. As Westerners we must
 
beware of concluding that the resentments felt by Thai peasants toward
 
government officials in consequence of malpractice by some officials
 
lead directly to generalized anti-government sentiments. On tile con
trary, I would suspect that most Thai peasants accept these phenomena
 
as being part of the 
 way the system works. Nonetheless, interviews
 
with some defectors from the "forest 
army" [1, 2, 16] indicate that
 
a few men have been attracted to the Communist movement because of the
 
belief that if the movement is successful they will be able to strike
 

back at disliked government officials.
 

Any government program that 
leads to better relations between
 
officials and peasants can answer the type of insecurity discussed
 
here. 
 Such development programs as Communist Development, Developing
 
Democracy Program, Mobile Development Units, Mobile Information Teams,
 
Accelerated Rural Development, as well as 
more general efforts to
 
decrease corruDtion and official malpractice, include as part of their
 
purpose, if not as 
their main aim, the improving of relations between
 
officials and peasants. 
 Insofar as these programs demonstrate to the
 
peasantry that the government is genuinely interested in bettering the
 
standard of living in the countryside, as they bring peasants into
 
contact with empathic officials, as they provide channels whereby 
peasants can bypass officials whom they do not trust and/or like, 
then
 

Tile best documentation that I have seen on actual incidents of
 
misuse of power and corruption by government officials and peasant

attitudes toward these incidents can be found in a set 
of reports,

prepared under the direction of Dr. Toshio Yatsushiro of the Research
 
Division of USOM/Thailand. (See References 15 through 18.) 
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these programs can be said to be successful. lowever, these programs
 

can also add to the frictions between peasants and officials if the 

officials concerned display (either explicitly or implicitlv) a strong
 

dislike for the peasantry, perpetuate the characteristics of corruption
 

and misuse of power, or lack insufficient status to b( of any touse 


villagers in coping with the traditional bureiucracy.
 

One other type (if "program" that I belicve would help improve 

relations between officials and peasants is elections. To paraphrase 

the sentiments expressed to me by a mayor of a northeastern town: if 

the elected official makes no efforts to respond to the needs and 

desires of the peasantrv, he will reduce his prospects for re-election. 

feel that the initial steps that the government has taken toward 

reinstitoting elections in Thailand are certainlv to he applauded. 

D issa t is factions with leasan t Li fe 

lihe final type of insecurity among Thai peasants that I wish to
 

discuss is that which arises from dissatisfaction (f some peasants
 

with aspects of 
 t&e social system found in the rural envirwiment. Two
 

groups of peasants stand out in this regard: (I) those whose land
 

holdings (particularly paddy holdings) are insufficient to provide the
 

basic food necessities of the family groups who farm them, and (2)
 

young men between the ages of 20 and 35 who find village life 
stifling
 

to their ambitions for 
more material benefits or for higher social
 

statuses.
 

Because of traditional patterns of land inheritance and more
 

recent patterns of land transfers through cash sales, nearly every
 

peasant village in Thailand has at least a few families who are 
too
 

land-poor to produce enough rice for their own needs. 
 Traditionally,
 

such families had to choose between two alternative solutions to their
 

plight: (1) migration to other parts of the country where they could
 

homestead virgin land, or (2) dependence upon relatives who produced
 

For an evaluation of the positive and negative effects of 
some
 
of the 
programs directed toward the Northeast area see References 4,
 
5, and 13.
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surplus foodstuffs. More recently, 
a new alternative has been opened 

namely, work, either as 
farm laborers or in urban settings, from which
 

sufficient cash income could be obtained to buy the basic necessities. 
The first solution has been, and continues to be, the most preferred
 
one. For example, in the village of Ban Nong 
 Tuen in Changwat Mahasarak
ham where I carried out field work, 75 family groups had migrated away 
between 1935 and 1963 to areas of Udorn and Kalasin provinces, where
 
homesteading is still possible. 
 However, population expansion in the 
rural countryside will soon greatly reduce the possibilities for such
 

homesteading.
 

There is some evidence to indicate that a few members of the Com
munist movement in Thailand 
 have joined because they felt that member
ship in the 
 movement might help to alleviate their poverty. [1, 16] 
The types of programs that the government might institute to reduce
 
this problem include opening 
 of new areas of land where rice can be
 
grown (through irrigation projects, and of
so fort-), encouragement 

birth control among 
 peasants, and, most importantly, expanding the
 
industrial/commercial 
 sector of the economy so that more wage labor
 

jobs are open to the peasantry.
 

In quite disparate areas of Thailand, I have witnessed a restless
among young people, particularly young men, whoness 

are attracted to
 
different 
ways of life than that offered to them in tihe villages. For
 
many such young men, the urban environment 
 -- that is, Bangkok and in
 
some cases Chiang Mai or Vientiane, Laos 
 -- affords them an opportunity
 
to find work in a non-village 
environment. Significantly, however,
 
the 
evidence that I gathered [6] and have seen in other reports, [8, 14] 
suggests that northeastern villagers, at least, do not usually become
 

permanent members of the urban labor force. 
 Rather, rural society when
 
compared with urban society 
seems to these young men 
to provide a more
 
stable and satisfying environment in which to carry out most 
of their
 

life goals.
 

For similar reports on migration of this sort see 
References 9
 
and 13. 

In the northeastern village of Ban Nong Tuen where I worked, 72 
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From some of the reports of interviews with Communist defectors, 
[12, 16] I have obtained the impression that the Communists have played 
upon the feeling, of restlessness among tile peasant youth in their re
cruitment of new members. 
The Communist movement must appear to some
 
young peasants as providing a deus ex machina whereby they can immedi
ately and unexpectedly obtain a higher, non-rural status. Moreover,
 
tile promises of being able to carry arms and to "study abroad" (that
 
is, in Vietnam) must appeal to some of 
the young men in rural villages.
 
However, as 
the number of defectors bears witness, a relatively large
 
number of the recruits have been disillusioned by the disparity between
 
the promises, and even the real advantages, of the movement and the
 
hardships of living in the 
forest. Like the temporary migrants to the
 
city, these defectors have concluded that the peasant way of life is
 
not so bad when compared with the uncertainties of membership in the 

"forest army."
 

The preference for village life by the ex-migrant or defector
 
should not be misconstrued to mean that 
these men no longer find any
thing wrong with peasant life. Many still do, but they have found the 
insecurities of the alternative way of life to be greater than those 
of peasant life. 
 It is possible that if the Communist movement obtained
 
a firmer foothold in Thailand, it might offer a more attractive and 
"secure" future for the restless young men 
of the rural areas. It is
 
also possible that alternatives to peasant life can be developed within
 
the existing system which are more attractive for the peasants than the 
present choice of unskilled labor in the main urban environments. 

What type of development projects can be introduced to alleviate
 
the feelings of restlessness among young peasants? 
 To date the answer
 
has been 
to make rural society a better environment. To some extent
 
rural development may reduce the dissatisfactions of young people with
 
rural life, but in the long run, such development is only a holding
 
operation. Dissatisfaction with rural life can best be met 
by offering
 
the dissatisfied villagers an alternative way of life which they see 
as
 

percent of the young men between the ages of 20 and 39, 
or 50 percent of
 
all men over the age of 20, had worked in Bangkok and/or Vientiane.
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an improvement over their present one. 
 Long-range development should
 
be predicated on the assumption that large numbers of peasants must be
 
fitted into the non-rural sector of society. However, I (1o not believe
 
that it is necessary to think in terms of providing more jobs for ex
peasants in Bangkok. 
On the contrary, both the overcentra1lized charac
ter of Thai society and the difficulties rural migrants find in living
 
in Bangkok suggest that development planning in Thailand should empha
size the creation or expansion of commercial/industrial centers outside
 
of Bangkok. Existing facilities in such fields as 
kenaf production in
 
the Northeast, tobacco production in the North, and rubber production
 
in the South might provide examples for this kind of development. 

CONCLUSION
 

Grievances, dissatisfactions, and unfulfilled desires of the pea
santry in Thailand (o not constitute, I believe, the basis upon which
 
can be built a mass-supported revolutionary movement dedicated to 
the
 
overthrow of the present Thai political system. 
For the most part, the
 
peasantry is committed to working toward improvement, if possible,
 
within the existing system. Why? 
 For one thing, the peasantry, with
 
the exceptions noted above, see 
themselves as belonging to a national
 
social system whose ultimate referents are 
the King and the Thai Buddhist
 
Order. 
 For another, most peasants desiring to make a jump from their
 
present status to a higher one see their best chances in working through
 
the existing channels of social mobility -- education, the clergy, em
ployment outside the village, and 
so on. Finally, most peasants, accus
tomed as they are to changes coming from above, feel that their best
 
opportunity for improving their standard of living in the rural environ
ment 
can be accomplished by participating in the various development
 

projects offered by the Lovernment.
 

These generalization!; 
are not meant to define away the existence
 
in parts of Thailand of a revolutionary movement 
(or, perhaps, movements)
 
employing terrorist tactics. Its existence requires two types of re
sponses from the Thai government: (1) countering (and, ultimately,
 
eliminating) the threat that those in the movement can and do make to
 
villages in certain areas, and 
(2) preventing people from joining the
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movement. The first response, as 
I have suggested, should involve
 
offering villagers better protection. The second response should be
 
structured in terms of programs that bring about improved relations 
between peasants and officials, that demonstrate the government's 
interest in bettering the peasants' standard of living, and that offer 
some villagers the opportunity of assuming permanent roles in the non
rural sector of time society. Even if the government succeeds in all of 
these endeavors, I would not be surprised if a well-financed revolutionary 
movement continued to attract young peasant men who would like to use 
guns as a way of proving their manhood or who would like to make a "trip 

abroad," even if it be to lloa Binh. Nonetheless, I cannot foresee that 

a revolutionary movement that draws most of its personnel from the Thai 
peasantry will ever be more than an irritant, rather than a major threat, 

to the Thai nation. 

q/o
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMlNT AND SECURITY: DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE 

Princeton Lyman
 
Center for International Affairs, HIarvard University 

INTRODUCTION
 

Tile set of speeches and documents that make up the doctrine of 
U.S. response to security situations has 
come to put great stress on
 
the "non-military" aspects of the problem. Tile emphasis on the "other 
war," tile "battle for the hearts and minds of the people," and so on, 
has become deeply ehshrined. It lias come to be stressed almost as an 
embarrassing contrast to the difficulties we have experienced in this 

area. 

The doctrine that has developed in this regard, eschewing the
 
more single-minded 
 approach to economic development embodied in con
vent ional aid programs 
 -- just as it has eschewed conventional military 
defense objectives of military defense objectives of military aid pro
grams -- seeks to focus on the broad spectrum of factors that create 
and strengthen political loyalties and political and social organiza
tion -- that complex of factors now 
 usually referred to as political
 
development. Economic development becomes 
 one of the important parts
 
of this scheme, particularly important in security doctrine because it
 
provides tile long-term promise of higher standards of living that many 

of oir programs are designed to demonstrate as an important iocentive. 

But, despite the growing breadth of doctrine and the extensive 
actien effort, the results are disconcerting. Programs in this area 
continue to be designated by critics and supporters alike as the 
weakest link in our security efforts in such countries as Vietnam, 

Laos, and Thailand. The military and police programs seem to respond, 
at least in terms Of outward efficiency, to the injection of new con
cepts, men and mnaterial. But with relatively sizable inputs of 
resources and talent in the other areas -- even with an impressive 
record of physical accomplishments -- the sinews of political loyalities 

and organization, the viability of communities, in the target areas 
still seem elusive. In some cases, they appear to erode under insur

gent pressure even as the programs are 
being applied. And where gains
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have been made, the cost, scope, and extent of U.S. involvement have
 

risen steadily over earlier expectations. The ounce of prevention
 

becomes pounds and pounds o treatment.
 

Our response to these pr',,lems has been to broaden tile scope and
 

increase tile tempo of our ope,-ations -- to do more of tile same earlier
 

and faster. But the problem l'es in the doctrine that has been devel

oped. Its breadth and compreher.sion are in fact deceptive, and its
 

direction misleading. The programs remain largely stereotyped responses
 

to what have now become familiar "root causes." The benefits of experi

ence and new research are apparently absorbed into tile doctrine but only 

to emerge as variation in tactics; never, unfortunately, in a re-evaluation
 

of strategy. 

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT DOCTRINE 

The current doctrine is circumscribed and limited by three basic
 

elements of our thinking and analysis.
 

Preoccupation with Symptons
 

With tile focus of attention on the security problem, almost all
 

our analyses and subsequent programs focus on the symptoms of disorder:
 

on the actions and the potential of the insurgents, on the grievances
 

they exploit, on the tactics they use. As one observer has noted, we
 

have no theory of counterinsurgency, only theories of insurgency to 

which we direct pinpointed responses. 

One result is that we neglect the total country. We focus on its 

weaknesses, but bypass its ass3ets -- which can be entirely different
 

from the weaknesses exploited by tile insurgents, indeed they most
 

likely are. We focus on the troubled areas of the country and look
 

only in passing at its strong areas. This may be the weakest possible
 

response. We never really consider instead exploiting the country's
 

assets as a major counterforce. And we do not consider shoring up the
 

core areas of strength as a first priority, not only as a sounder 

means of protection but in addition as providing the real base for
 

solution of the problems in the weaker areas.
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By concentrating on 
the symptoms, moreover, we are faced with a 
score of desired end results. We do not focus on the source of those 
results, that is, where the country's real capabilities lie, and what,
 
therefore, may be its best 
first step. We set out instead to create
 
an image in the troubled 
areas of a contry that has already solved
 
those basic questions, and has now proceeded to 
carry out the desirable
 
functions of a modern state. 
 All our conclusions about basic changes
 
in the existing structure derive from this perspective.
 

The "Candy Bar" Theory of Counterinsurgency
 

The focus on symptoms would not 
be damaging if it led us gradually
 
into an 
examination of the root problems of state organization, policy
 
and purpos-, but our fundamental approach 
to the problems of security
 
reflects an illusion. We continue to believe that the 
immediate pro
blem of disaffection, in fact 
the whole element of political loyalty,
 
can 
be turned around by the appropriate gesture, by a moment, by a
 
gift so persuasive in its communicative effect that 
it breaks through 
the barriers of discontent and alienation. I refer this tileto as 

"candy bar theory" of counterinsurgency, for it reflects a memory
 
indelibly etched on 
the American mind. We have 
tile vision before us
 
of allied troops liberating Italy and France in 1944, the vision of,
 
at 
least in one case, a former enemy people streaming into the streets
 
with joyois welcome, garlanding the new 
forces, and -- symbolizing it
 
all -- the worshipping of tile 
G.I. whose purity of motive and idealism
 
in nature was conveyed by his generous distribution of his ration of
 
chocolate bars and cigarettes to 
a hungry and grateful populace.
 

Tile political, historical and cultural links of the United States
 
with a country like Italy are of course 
totally missing outside of
 
Europe (and it is worth noting that Allied Forces were bringing entirely
 
new governments in their wake, not shoring up tile 
old ones). But in
 
our encounter with security situations elsewhere, we have sought essen
tially tile s;ame experience and been convinced that with just the right
 
approach --
the right mix of attitude and genetu)sity -- we could 
turn
 
the same tide. We have gone some ways from simple candy bars, though
 

q,--



Eugene Burdick's Ugly American 
-- which did so much 
to perpetuate, or
 
perhaps revive, the myth 
-- was not far removed. Our subsequent pro
grams bear the same elements. We have looked to bigger and better
 
candy bars: 
 free medical aid, schools, temples, 
tons of free fertil
izer, and 
even whole new villages. We are not concerned very much
 
with the intrinsic value of the 
gift. 
 Nor with the basic soundness of
 
the government it represents. We are 
instead determined to find that
 
right combination, that dramatic gesture that will communicate all in
 
a moment our 
(and the host government's) good intentions and at which
 
point, 
the dam will break: the villagers will stream on to 
the road
 
in grateful welcome, 
the government representatives will be able to
 
file in quietly and confidently behind to carry on 
their more mundane
 
if essential tasks. 
 But above all the main security task will be 
over.
 
It will be a happy movement. Crowds cheering, banners waving; 
it will
 
be victory. It will be Italy. 
 It will be 1944 -- all over again.
 

The analogy may 
seem, indeed is, overdrawn. But the contemporary
 
embodiment of the candy bar theory is 
the civic action theory of
 
counterinsurgency. 
Civic action, as it was originally intended, is
 
a very important element in military counterinsurgent operations. 
 It
 
helps offset the unfavorable effects of destructive military action
 
and, in some cases, a whole history of unpopular military actions.
 
It is one element, moreover, in 
conveying the Government's overall
 

image co the population. 
 But it is not a good overall theory for
 

counterinsurgency.
 

There is a fundamental difference between the insurgents and 
the
 
Government. 
 The rebels can, as a clandestine, hunted and furtive
 
group, make an impression -- as 
can the military whose main mission is
 
something else 
-- by taking time out 
to do good works. The rebels are
 
saying in effect, "These are 
the types of things we would do on a 
full
 
time basis if we were in power." The Government is in power -- and in
 
some cases has been there a long 
time. Engaging in hit-and-run good
 
works does not have the 
same meaning. 
 It may well have the opposite.
 

The Government has 
to convey a different image, on different grounds.
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But the civic action concepts dominate our counterinsurgency
 
doctrine and the programs that flow from it. 
They have spread over
 
the whole spectrum of Government actions that we support. 
 They became
 
basically candy bar offerings. We are concerned, as 
a first priority,
 
with the impact on the citizen, and convinced that this is done by a
 
dramatic "People to People" confrontation symbolized by 
a tangible
 
object of accomplishment. 
 The record of our experience is that this
 
impact is not easily achieved. And the economies of scale suggest that
 
we are embarking on an 
"impact" effort of such proportions as to involve
 
us 
in a vast and long-range effort with only this first step in the
 
process of development as an objective. 
 But we are not concerned with
 
Lhe economies of scale. 
 Nor with the failures to date. 
 Because we
 
are convinced that at 
some early phase there can be 
a dramatic turning
 
point after which the substance, timing, and scope of the programs them
selves become of less importance. 
Once the breakthrough is achieved, the
 
cumbersome tasks of political and economic organization and development
 
will have far less urgency. 
They can be done in due time, through more
 
conventional methods. 
 The security objective will, however, have been
 
achieved. And as in Europe, the troops 
-- political, psychological, and
 
economic -- can largely go home.
 

Failure of the Development Programs to Relate to Security Problems
 

One reason that security problems have 
so much stressed the irrime
diate is that those concerned with overall and more 
fundamental devel
opment -- "long-range" programs as 
they are usually, if misleadingly,
 
distinguished --
have failed to relate these to 
the direct interests
 
of those concerned with security. 
Economic development programs, for
 
example, are normally couched in terms of overall economic policies,
 
GNP, savings rates, capital-output ratios, investment gaps and occa
sionally income (though rarely income distribution). They are rarely
 
related to attitudes and responses, to group dynamics or political re
percussions. If one 
is asked about these effects, the answers are
 
likely to be so vague and idealized as to be mistrusted.
 

The response of the security-oriented policymaker is likely at
 
best to be, "fine, go ahead. 
 But don't let it interfere with the need
 

<7
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for an immediate impact program on 
the little farmers." Or more likely
 
it is shoved entirely into the background. With regard to Thailand, a
 
more development-oriented program of U.S. aid strategy was drafted in
 
1963 and scrapped in Washington because it appeared to bear no relation
ship to 
the problems t, n most concerning policymakers.
 

As a result of this failure in communications, development theory
 
and security doctrine have drifted far apart. 
 Security programs have
 
become focused on 
the end results of development. For that reason
 
economic development per se 
 receives high marks in the doctrine. But
 
development strategy Is almost totally left out of the doctrine 
-- for
 
development strategy focuses 
on different priority targets of action
 
and uses 
a totally different basis of analysis. It is not only a gap
 
in theory. They are focused on 
two entirely different ends of the
 
spectrum in many cases. 
 And one is pursued at the expense of the other.
 

LIMITATIONS IN PROGRAINIING 

The doctrine is quite important because, if narrow, it produces
 
certain emphases and preconceptions in our programming that 
are detri
mental to a broader and more intelligent view of the processes with
 
which we are dealing. 
 It closes off to us, moreover, more flexible
 
and original means of combatting subversive movements.
 

Four products of the present doctrine stand out particularly in
 
our programs:
 

1. Material Emphasis as a Substitute for Policy Change. We con
tinue, despite earnest denials, to emphasize immediate material benefits
 
as the key means to developing political loyalties. The impact programs
 
are designed of course to 
produce a change in attitude on both the Govern
ment and popular side. 
 But the impact itself is tied to evidences of
 
physical accomplitimment, and these soon 
assume principal importance.
 
They do so because they become easier to quantify and measure than
 
changes in attitude. 
 They do so because we feel that material strength
 
is the way to give the Government most quickly the capability to 
respond
 
to "felt needs," 
and thus the measure of the Government's responses
 
becomes the volume of physical accomplishments. They do so finally
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because we feel that 
a steady stream of new material benefits provides
 

the best means for the dramatic breakthrough that we are seeking. No
 
wonder that the call for more 
flexible AID procedures to permit more
 

rapid supply of materials to impact programs ranks as one of the high
 

priority desires of security programmers.
 

But a man's loyalty to his government is a much more complicated
 

phenomenon. If he is in opposition, he has come to it through a whole
 

complex of processes and decisions which go beyond his material sur

roundings. If he is uncertain about his government, it is because his
 
total orientation has not been accommodated to, or has been alienated
 

from, the government. And this total orientation stretches out over
 
more than the needs of the present. The normal citizen is concerned
 

even when he does not articulate it, about the long-range expectations
 

from his government knd from his surroundings generally.
 

In economic -- and social -- terms the villager in a low income
 

country wants some assurance that things are moving in the right di
rection for him, even better for his son, and 
so on. Short-term wind

falls are nice, but 
they come and go. No one Is really loyal to a
 
government for very long because of them. 
 Without a longer term orien
tation, he could do with or without the government. The total insti

tution has to represent something steady and forward moving to him,
 

much more than just a dramatic showing. Building this element takes
 
time, but not as much time as we think. On the other hand, model
 

villages, free hand-outs, temporary largesse, carry none of this ele

ment. 
 They smack of just the opposite -- here today, gone tomorrow. 
Yet with all our recognition of the limitations on this approach, these
 

became the heart of our program.
 

2. The Romance of the Rice Roots. All our doctrinal emphasis
 
concentrates on 
the village level of activities as the heart of our
 

social-economic programs. 
 This is where the insurgent operates; this
 

is where the people-to-people contact is made. 
 We are concerned 

therefore in fulfilling -- or showing the government's willingness to 
fulfill -- the people's "felt needs," and thereby to build loyalties
 

from village to government.
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This emphasis on satisfying local needs has led to many locally
 

oriented programs which are in their totality diffused and aimless.
 

There are schools here, roads there, pig farms here, temples there.
 

But no one can say in Laos, where this went on 
for years, and in Thai

land, where it is increasingly emphasized, that there is more community
 

direction, more hope, and better national integration overall. And I
 

would hazard a guess that over time the villager feels the same sense
 

of emptiness about it all. Moreover, no 
one seems to be concerned with
 

how these needs will be 
filled when the United States stops supplying
 

the cement, tin roofs, and even the skilled labor, or whether indeed
 

that responsibility would not be a damaging and costly one 
for the
 

recipient government to have to assume. 
 It is the aimlessness of thcse
 

programs and their lack of relationship to any permanent development
 

program of economic soundness that leads the United States 
into greater
 

and greater responsibility for funding these programs and on an ever
 

broadening scale.
 

The problem here is that local initiative may be good to encourage
 

over the long run, but local leaders may be unable to define requirements
 

which in fact fill their long-range needs. They may want a school and a
 

temple, but over time they want many things that 
are really part of a
 

more permanent increase in resources and in the ability to them.
use 


Following determined, intelligent central government policies, rather
 

than local desires, may prove more effective in achieving these ends.
 
Some of these may be in the form of more permissive rather than more
 

demanding policies, such as agricultural pricing. In the "short run,"
 

some of these policies may well not be popular; in the "long run,"
 

however, they may build far more loyalty.
 

3. Distortion of Priorities: The Sense of Panic. Forcing all
 
our programn efforts into a narrow security framework tends to create
 

a new atmosphere and a new sense of priorities for the government.
 

One effect is to 
create an undue sense of panic that is counter

productive: the confidence of the government is shaken instead of
 

bolstered. 
 It becomes defensive, and authoritarian elements rise to
 

the fore in this atmosphere. The crisis justifies their more autocratic
 

4jo
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controls, and the increase in policy activity gives them more 
power.
 
These are the elements, moreover, often more willing and able 
to act
 
fast in any area. 
 Meanwhile, confidence in less authoritarian control
 
and the benefits of more conventional government programming is weakened.
 
Propaganda emphasis on 
the need for a more democratic image does not in
 
any way offset the impetus in this direction of stepped-up intelligence
 
activities and policy programs. 
We never hold back on 
policy support
 
because the more combat-oriented aspects of the policy operation have
 
run ahead of democratic reform, and this 
sense of priority is quickly
 
communicated to the government.
 

Equally damaging is that the sense of panic is communicated to
 
the population. There is a psychological link between the government
 
and a people in which the former's authority, liked or not, is usually
 
taken for granted. 
 This sense of legitimacy is one of the government's
 
most important assets. 
 But it is soon called into question when the
 
government itself acts as 
if it were "running scared." Mobile teams
 
suddenly appearing in the countryside and warning of the danger, while
 
promising all sorts of new government concern, a sudden spurt of un
related and isolated projects designed to please -- all these convey
 
the sense of a government in trouble. 
 And the population reacts to a
 
government as to a politician who is "running scared:" 
 with less
 
respect, perhaps 
a decision to exploit the situation, and with greater
 

attention to the opponent.
 

The insurgents certainly take 
on a new aspect. They become more
 
than the latest in 
a long history of populist bandits. At the least,
 
they are the source of all this sudden government attention and thus
 
worthy of some note. 
 But more, by the government'r own declaration,
 
these are the forerunners and representatives of 
a great outside force.
 
If Bangkok is trembling, the wise peasant had better play his cards at
 
least pretty carefully. In this atmosphere, the question of legitimacy
 
is thrown open, and the competition is on. Nothing could give a small
 
number of insurgents more advantage in entree, respect and image.
 

The implication here may seem to be that it is wrong to 
alert the
 
government to the real danger of Communist subversion and to the need
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for some pretty quick action on several fronts. That is not what is
 

intended. But there is a certain subtlety and balance of tone needed
 

in the altering that is all too often missing. We began to think in
 

terms of crusades, of sweeping propaganda efforts, bold new program
 

actions. We feel that to be fully effective in time, everything needs
 

to be focused in a security framework. And that fr'amework has, as
 

pointed out, a fairly narrow concept of change. Perhaps most damaging
 

of all, we help convince the government that intelligent national plan

ning is for the time irrelevant, that important economic development
 

policies can be shelved and compensated for by tile image of sweeping
 

change, that in sum the total country position is less important than 

the particular aspect of it that the insurgents have seized upon.
 

These aspects of government once set back are very hard to set in
 

motion again.
 

4. Confusion of the Short and the Long Run. The emphacis in our
 

security-oriented programs is on short-term impact. We normally find
 

any program over two years in execution to be not directly related with
 

security. Our longer term focus is usually on the expansion of these
 

impact efforts over larger areas. In Thailand, two years was tile magic
 

number in 1962 for seeing results (it remained too, mysteriously, in
 

1963 and afterwards). Yet, as we look back, we find that we have spent 

many years -- "long-range" periods of years -- on these short-run 

impact programs. The Mobile Development Units, which were in essence 

intended as a quick and impact-oriented forerunner of more substantive 

and comprehensive development efforts, are now five years old and 

still struggling to perfect their original impact mission. 

The point here is not that short run results are not important.
 

It is that we have been in Thailand for five years since the first
 

security-oriented programs were developed (and most likely will be for
 

five or ten more) and yet we never have really attempted to analyze
 

what more substantive and far-reaching reforms could be achieved in
 

that time, reforms that at the end of the period would have far more 

significant and far-reaching impact than all the Impact-oriented 

programs that in the end touch so few. We continue instead for five, 
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ten years, trying to make that short-run impact -- insisting that it be
 
done before we concentrate on 
a more substantive program. 
We refuse to
 
recognize that impact on any scale is in fact 
a "long-range" objective.
 
At the end of five years we thus have remarkably little to show in terms
 
of our original objective 
-- impact. Greart opportunities for more sub
stantive achievements T1eanwhile have been lost. 

MELDING THE OBJECTIVES OF DEVELOPMENT AND SECITf'Y
 

Tl,, above criticisms of the operating doctrine in security programs
 
are not designed to show that 
the more conventional programs of economic
 
and social development are a better 
answer to security problems. That
 
would be as narrow and obtuse a doctrine as its reverse. It is designed 
to demonstrate that our present doctrine treats economic and social rela
tionships to security, and the capacity to change them, in far too super
ficial a manner. This leads us to underestimate the breadth ard depth 
of the task. But it also precludes from our thinking some valuable
 
potential responses 
 to security problems which might facilitate our 
objectives. 
 If we blend, in more meaningful fashion, development and 
security concepts, we 
can obtain a more flexible and varied 
set of
 
tools with which to 
deal with the security problem.
 

At present, as has been indicated, a gap has developed between 
these 
two. Tie gap exists primarily because of the limitations of
 
influence, concentration and administeative ability that 
can be
 
applied to purposely induce a wide variety of change 
in another society.
 
These are all the more relevant when changes are 
sought in a reasonably
 
short period of time. 
 Security doctrine puts high priority on adminis
trative action and 
physical achievement 
at tile locai level. At the
 
local 
level moreover, it eschews priorities. It stresses 
medical
 
services, schools, roads, increased production and almost any other
 
item or service that is believed 
to have impact potential. In this
 
situation 
it is almost impossible to demand also 
that tile Government
 
reexamine some of Its fundamental economic principles and make some
 
major institutional reforms, affecting szable portions of 
tre economy.
 
If security and development are to be 
more closely blended, a harder
 
selection of priorities will be the first and most difficult 
task.
 

J
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Once we broaden our approach to security, however, a variety of
 

new possibilities are open to us for influencing political development.
 

Economic development is not a sole guide to political development. But
 

economic development of real substance and long-run promise can unques

tionably be a striking way to promote greater stake in and general
 

loyalty to a government. This would particularly seem the case in
 

Thailand, where economic potential is great and where the 
core sources
 

of wealth are still well within the orbit of government authority and
 

loyalty. Looking at the country from this viewpoint, several new
 

approaches in Thailand are worth exploring.
 

Longer lime Frame for Analyses and Planning
 

The Thailand security program of 1962 (for which this author shared
 

some responsibility) is an example of orientation that foreclosed intel

ligent planning for 1967. 
 We must assume that we will be in Thailand in
 

1972 and that then, even more than now, permanent substructure in the
 

Thai government capable of carrying forward a meaningful set of its own
 

social and economic development programs will be needed. At present our
 

planning for 1972 is largely confined to tile percentage of expenditures
 

for current security oriented programs that the Thai Government will
 

assume. It does not examine the alternative policies for accelerating
 

income, for promoting more Industry and for giving the Thai people
 

generally a more permanent stake In the present system. And it does
 

not examine how important these are in comparison to the more impact

oriented efforts of today. It does not suggest what permanent elements
 

of growth might be substituted for the more haphazard crash efforts of 

today, nor conversely which elements of the present program should 

continue to receive special subsidies as opposed to others. In essence, 

we are projecting an image of Thailand in 1972 exactly as it is trday
 

except that there will be 
a wider spread of security programs and a
 

greater percentage of Thai financing of them. That is hardly a happy
 

image. Thailand should be a fundamentally stronger state in 1972, less
 

dependent on impact efforts because its growth and momentum have begun
 

to involve the population in a politically meaningful fashion, and
 

because critical social needs of the countryside are being taken care
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of through more permanently integrated indigenous institutions. To
 
help achieve this, we have 
to set 
our own policies and priorities in
 

that direction.
 

Viewing Thailand as a Whole
 

When we look at Thailand over a longer period of time, we find that
 
its strength and viability lies in the strength of the central plains
 
and the cap.city of that strength to extend out, 
incorporate, and perhaps
 
subsidize the more 
remote areas. 
 Border areas are vulnerable in Thailand.
 
But weakness in the central plains would be 
the beginning of the end if
 
anything would. Conversely, nothing would frustrate long-term Communist
 
hopes more than to make the center of Thailand -- the core of its
 
strength and wealth 
 -- invulnerable to incursion. 

Viewed in this light, the economic policy framework in Thailand 
becomes of critical importance to our security calculations. For the
 
most significant potential for progress in the central plains lies in 
a
 
few key economic policy areas ---agricultural pricing and marketing for
 
example. There are other political benefits from progress in these
 
areas too. Liberalizing internal market controls could give a spurt to
 
private initiativc and action g nerally in Thaila d with healthy
 
political effects. And the acceleration of overall economic growth
 
would provide the wheewithal for Thailand 
to subsidize, in more mean
ingful and long-range fashion, the development of the depressed 
border 
areas now being subsidized in irregular hit--and-miss fashion by U.S.
 
and Thai security efforts.
 

,ut accomplishing changes of this kind would require a significant
 
shift in our present strategy. 
These economic policy areas are mentioned
 
only as afterthoughts in 
our program documents, as they have been for
 
years. We have no real strategy for bringing them about and bend no
 
leverage upon them. 
 To do so would require shifting over real priorities
 
from the present emphasis on 
the border areas and re-educating the Thai
 
government to 
a new set of priorities quite different from what we 
have
 
helped create in the past few years. 
 We might well have to sacrifice
 
some of our present program objectives in the Northeast 
to bring these
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changes about. This seems hard 
to accept as realistic when we view
 

the security situation of today.
 

And yet 
ten years from now we may be bleeding agonizingly over
 

these same reforms just as we bleed over 
land reform in Vietnam today.
 

Only then they will mean much less, as does land reform in Vietnam
 

today. For when 
 the government is acting out of self-defense, these 

reforms, just as impact-oriented programs, carry much lass force and 

create much less momentum. 

These are the kinds of considerations and the kinds of choices
 
that must be looked at if we are to 
shape a truly broad and compre

hensive security doctrine for Thailand.
 

Concentration of Effort 

Based on a total analysis of this kind, we must be prepared to
 
select from the full panoply of programs, fundamental an-] impact,
 

short and long-range, direct and indirect, those few that will have
 

the most significant effect on the Internal strength of 
the government
 

and on the momentum of political and economic growth and development. 

As pointed out above, effective emphasis on 
a few key areas may require
 

sacrifice of some other beneficial programs.
 

This approach implies taking some ri.ks in deliberately avoiding
 

areas of apparent importance. In Thailand, for example, it 
may mean
 

bypassing community development, education, and significant levels of
 

health services in depressed areas -- even while the insurgents exploit 

these -- and concentrating, say, on increasing agricultural income, 

industrial development and employment in the Northeast, and social
 

mobility for Northeasterners through grf:ater incorporation into govern

ment service. 
 I find the risks of this kind of approach, however, much
 

overrated. One of the curious paradoxes ot 
our present approach is
 

that attention to so many different end results at 
the same time -- so 

many different basica..y demonstration programs -- is more likely to 

produce the kind ot fundamental change in attitude we are seeking over 

twenty or thirty years than over two or five. Moreover, we would need
 

to be able 
to hold on for that long, and to continue subsidizing the
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programs the whole time. On the other hand, we can begin to build more 
confidence in the government and more momentum toward internal reform 
by helping affect success in the next few years in two or three very 

basic areas. It scems a far more sensible risk, ioreover, for the
 
government 
 to focus on its assets -- and no insurgent can reform
 

commodity pricing and thus produce so 
 great a change in the farmer's
 
whole life -- instead of trying Lo keep 
up with and match changing and 
purely exploitative insurgent tactics. 

Finally, we risk a costly illusion if we assume change can he
 
induced on a broad front 
 in a few years in any society -- short of a 
revolution. To bring about a really significant reform in policy and 
attitude takes devoted and constant attention frolm the senior officials 
concerned -- including the American agents of change -- in order to get 
past the hundred and one obstacles that will be put in its path. If 
our attention is diffused across a variety of programs, with no real
 
distinction between fundamenta. change in0d surface response, very
 
little real change will take place. There will be appearances of
 
change. And there will develop the inevitable tendency under tLhe
 
pressure of events 
 to compensate -- rationalize -- the lack of funda
mental change with qUantitative accompiishments and further inputs of
 

material assistance.
 

Top-Down Reform 

With a few major lines of emphasis in mind, we should be willing 
more to exploit the advantages of ,he highly centralized administra
tive system in Thailand than undermine it. W2 have unnecessarily 
downgraded the value of "top-down" reform. Strong centralized 
authority, rightly motivated, can be both a quickei and more efficie~nt 
method of ciange than reliance on developing local 'nitiative. The 
quickness iF an 
advantage for security purposes. The efficiency can
 
come from substituting for the aimless and diffused locally generated 
projects having little or no long-range significance to the villager, 
projects that would make changes of major significance in his life. 
The emphasis here must be placed on effecting motivation and direction 

from the! top. 
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Strong central direction, moreover, does not have to be in conflict
 
with administrative efficiency or even decentralization of administrative
 

authority. Nor with proper administration attitudes. In fact, strong
 
priority direction from the top, if the priorities are well chosen,
 

would likely be an aid to improving local administration. A few specific
 

areas of reform --
backed up by central expertise and financial support -

would be easier to react to and carry out 
than generalized instruction on
 
"winning the hearts of tLe people," something to which the average admi-
nistrator is not attuned, cannot measure, and which quickly becomes 
trans
lated into achieving volume of physical accomplishments. Further, if
 

one 
is really interested in improving performance in meeting local needs,
 
the knowledge of local administrators that t10 cEntral Government sets
 
priority on and will promote --
and even bring people back to Bangkok as
 

a reward -- economic achievements in their areas, 
can act as a more power
ful incentive than any ideological appeals or local pressure.
 

SOME BENEFITS OF THE KOREAN EXPERIENCE
 

The above proposals are suggested primarily as examples of the more
 
flexible and more fundamentally oriented program response that is avail

able to use in meeting security situations. Some of the proposals are
 
drawn from experiences in Korea. Korea is not Thailand, and its problems
 

are not Thai problems. 
 But Korea has achieved an increased amount of
 
political stability in recent years, and most likely a stronger political
 

and psychological base for resisting attempts at 
subversion and insurgency.
 
The principal component of this achievement has undoubtedly been a con

centrated and very basic economic reform and development program. It
 
was 
one arrived at, moreover, for a variety of political and pragmatic,
 

rather than ideological, reasons. 
Korea also offers a good example of
 

the difficulty, the time requirement, and the measure of political
 

support needed to put through major reform in social services. Several
 

features of this experience are thus worth noting.
 

Economic Policy and Political Stability
 

Korean success in achieving breakthroughs in a few key economic
 

areas in 1964-65 --
exports, foreign exchange control, taxation, and
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interest rates, with the result of rapidly accelerated growth in 1965-66
 
-- led to 
almost immediate changes in the political environment. It
 
provided an unpopular government with the means for creating a genuine
 
national consensus --
 that is, around economic modernization -- that
 

overrode previously divisive and opposing forces and won 
for the Govern
ment widespread acceptance. Furthermore, the accent on economic devel
opment facilitated the rapprochement of military leadership and key
 
civilian groups, 
thereby giving the Government a more civilian tone and
 
outlook. 
Finally, the increased confidence of the Government deriving
 
from its economic successes was a key factor in moving it toward a
 
greater acceptance of more democratic procedures of government.
 

On the U.S. side, these breakthroughs were facilitated by virtually
 
dropping support for a wide variety of social 
and economic development
 
programs --
in education, health, industry and agriculture -- and con
centrating U.S. effort and leverage on key economic policy reforms. 
 It
 
would have been impossible to achieve that element of concentrated
 
effort if U.S. attention had continued to be diffused over two dozen
 
programs, all good in their own 
right and many deserving support, but
 
all lacking a central government direction and strength 
to make anything
 
of them. Korean concentration would have been similarly diffused.
 

The Korean achievements were not at the expense of security. 
Of
 
all the developing countries, probably few have developed as efficient
 
and extensive a network of police and intelligence operations 
as Korea.
 
But these were not emphasized in this period. 
 The tone was one of devel
opment, even while intelligence activities cnntinued. 
And this tone was
 
of critical political importance in Korea.
 

Tone, moreover, is not imagery. Few governments have had a worse
 
image and less capacity for image-making than t'he Korean Government in
 
1963. But few governments probably have succeeded in winning so much
 
acceptance in 
a few years through the weight of policies and programs.
 
The tone came 
from the totality of actions and achievements which by
 
1967 indicated a genuine emphasis on national development and the
 

ability to carry it out.
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Top-Down Reform
 

Korean reforms in the countryside in this period were clearly an
 

example of revolution from the top down. There was a long backlog of
 

community development influence that helped the later extension program
 

in its tone and rapport with tile farmers. But tle principal achieve

ments -- increases in acreage, scientific applications of fertilizer,
 

and certain improved land-use practices -- were directed from Seoul
 

and carried out through monopoly channels of distribution and control.
 

These set the pattern. In some cases (fertilizer) they caused farmer
 

resentment. But the overall effect on production and farm income has
 

outstripped in political terms the complaints.
 

Moreover, within this framework of Iriority emphasis and political
 

centralization, remarkable strides have been made in administrative
 

decentralization. Upland terracing is a national priority, but some
 

90 percent of tile provinces' budgets for terracing projects is planned
 

and administered locally -- a few years ago it was about 10 percent.
 

The priority emphasis has been established and from this local adminis

trators have been able to take their cue and move ahead. Moreover, the
 

province governor in Korea -- not unlike his counterpart in Thailand -

wants to come back to the capital. But lie knows his political future
 

rests upon performance with regard to central government priorities.
 

As long as these remain development-oriented in Korea, the incentives
 

of the Governor are pointed in the same direction. Moreover, as the 

government's priorities move ahead to rural industries or to socially
 

important areas -- for that matter backward to political loyalty, 

intelligence operations and police control -- the administrative system
 

moves with it.
 

Housing -- Case Study of Socially Oriented Reforn. 

The experience in establishing housing finance institutions in
 

Korea offers some valuable insights into the process of promoting social
 

change. Despite the emphasis on aggregate economic policy considerations,
 

the United States remained concerned in Korea with anticipating and helping
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to meet rising popular economic and social demands. 
 Like all developing
 
countries, however, Korea could choose from health, sanitation, housing,
 
education, unemployment an 
 a host of others as critical social problems.
 
The one which U.S. advisors felt was badly neglected and deserved a
 
special push was housing. 
 In so choosing, others were deliberately
 
left as the residuals of more general economic effort 
-- for example,
 
unemployment -- or 
given only limited special attention. The reason
 
was, as borne ou- by the experience in housing, that one such major 
social institutional change that would have to be literally pushed
 
through the Korean political-economic structure would require concen
trated effort over a considerable period of time.
 

The situation in housing policy in korea was 
that on one side its
 
small, loyal band of supporters were convinced that the only solution
 
lay in large government outlays; on 
the other, key government policy
makers felt that such outlays were (rightly) fi:iancially out of the 
question and that housing was 
in any case not a priority problem, it
 
was a priority problem, however, not because the immediate shortage 
was 
a source of social instability but because when it became one 
in
 
five or ten years there would have to be 
a Korean institutional frame
work for responding to it. None existed at that time, and several
 

years would be needed to create oie. 

The first important U.S. 
input was a technical solution to tile
 
financial impasse: a plan 
for housing bonds and a savings and loan
 
system. 
By its very nature this approach precluded an early attack on
 
low-cost housing and cnrcentrnted on middle and lower middle income 
housing. 
 This was felt to be both a politicalylv wise and an economi
cally imperative priority choice. 
 The next input was U.S. pressure 
and leverage. In the next year and a half, by lobbying with Korean 
legislators and by several direct 
interventions by high U.S. officials 
with Korean ministers, the system was enacted into law. At each step 
of the way, however, opposing interests attempted and came extremely
 
close to scuttling it 
-- even though overall corr.itment to time program 
had been given by the Korean Government at an early stage. The attempts 
at scuttling the project were subtle and indirect: ostensibly small
 
changes that would iave left an impressive facade of a housing program 
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without substance. 
 These changes, moreover, took diligence to catch
 
and very laborious explanations 
to senior officials to be appreciated.
 
It was clear that if, 
on top of the agreed economic policy areas, the
 
Mission had been busy lobbying for a new health program, better labor
 
standards, and more schools at the same 
time as housing, the housing 
program -- and the others -- would have made little real progress.
 

Ten years earlier, the United States had begun a similar housing
 
finance institution. 
That had slipped quietly into policies totally
 

contrary to the original interest of the founders.
 

Another important facet of this experience was that the United
 
States did not put in, or offer to put in, any U.S. 
capital while the
 
program was being developed. General U.S. influence in Korea of course
 
derives from an overall position of aid and security relationships.
 

But there were frequent requests from both the Koreans and AID advisors
 
to have U.S. loans or housing investment guarantees as 
an "ante." The
 
Mission rejected the requests, first of all, because 
on the Korean
 

side this was an attempt to shift the responsibility -- indeed the
 
worrying -- for housing in Korea to 
the United States. Second, there
 
was a similar psychological danger on the U.S. side. Once we began to
 
build "model" or "demonstration" projects, we would begin to 
feel we
 
had made a "Justifiable" start and we would tend 
to let ourselves con
centrate on 
the visual rather than the substantive accomplishments of
 
our housing program. 
It never deterred model project advocates in
 
Korea that model housing had been built steadily by one organization
 
or another over 
ten years without once producing the program for which
 
they were modelling. bemonstration projects of 1,000, 2,000, or 5,000
 
units are glaring monuments to the enormity of the task, f-r which
 
real solutions are often not even on 
the drawing board. Instead, we
 
wanted in Korea an institution that would in a few years have the
 
funds, the capability and the backing to solve the problem of 500,000
 
units or more over the next ten years. That rested -- and could only
 
rest -- on an institution that 
fit within the economic framework and
 
ability of Korea and which was primarily directed to Korean sources 
for
 
its long-term capital. 
 And it would take at least five years to build
 

it.
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In the housing program, moreover, the Mission saw an opportunity
 
to 
provide in a limited but concrete way, substantive involvement for
 
several potentially key urban groups: 
 labor, for whom great 
concentra
tion on wages would run up against the pressures of unemployment and
 
political discouragement; civil servants, whose salaries were only
 
slowly rising to offset the losses they had suffered in previous
 
periods of inflation; and veterans, whose future political role 
was at
 
best a question mark. 
 All of these groups had access to funds and at
 
least potential organiz;'tional strength, but 
little substantive or at
 
least positive direction in which to use 
chem. We foresaw all of them,
 
however, being able 
to play a satisfying role 
for their members in a
 
housing program. It was proposed to 
them that they buy or have their
 
members buy housing bonds, and use 
their concentrated holdings of
 
these bonds to obtain housing projects for their particular groups.
 
All responded quite eagerly to 
the suggestion.
 

One last comment needs to be made on the subject of concentration.
 
To concentrate does not mean to 
pick just one social area and ignore
 
all others. The objective in Korea was 
to create a spectrum of actions
 
along a broad social front that would develop to fruition at different
 
times as 
political, economic, and administrative realities permitted.
 
Thus the Mission began on a very low and preliminary level 
-- indeed
 
as a response to requests for 
more direct help --
the gradual educating
 
process in the health field, trying to move 
the health advocates (like
 
their housing counterparts before them) away from dependence on 
a never
 
realizable deluge of government funds 
to thinking in terms of the
 
possibility of self-financing programs. 
 This idea, we knew, would take
 
years to develop. In education, after rejecting appeals for entree in
 
a number of specific areas, the Mission focused on 
the recommendation
 
of a number of Korean intellectuals for a Korean commission on 
educa
tion to reexamine the quality and direction of the already extensive
 
system. 
 For this, it built fires in both low and high places at an
 
intensity somewhere between the very low and generalized efforts in
 
health and the very high pressure action in housing. In sum, the
 
United States sought to blend its support for economic, social and
 
security considerations within a consistent and institutionally sound
 

Korean framework.
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CONCLUSION
 

The weakness of our present security doctrine is that it deals 
with the range of security problems as a set of particular symptoms,
 
each to be treated specificallv and by a special program for that
 
purpose. The programs are based 
 on an injection of material support
 
which -- by its very description as short-term 
and impact-oriented --
implies the possibility of short-circuiting the political and economic 

realities and the complexity of political loyalties and development.
 
Yet the real complexity of the problem does 
 not mean that the responses 

need be plodding and slow in results. The paradox of our present
 
approach is that it is probably 
 the most inefficient, drawn out, and
 
in some cases counter-productive way 
 to achieve the political change 

we desire.
 

Economic development that reaches across a broad scale represents
 
one -- but a very major -- tool in the political process. It does not
 

produce, pari passu, political development toward stabil ity and demo
cracy. It could do the opposite. But the Korean case, and the Thailand 
potential, indicate that far from being automatically contradictory to
 
such political development, economic development 
 policies and programs
 

are available to the political 
 structure as potentially very influen
tial tools for producing these results -- and partic ilarlv 
 if selected 
and promoted with this objective in mind. In developing countries 
particularly, wiher pressures for e(onomic modernization are great, 

they simply cannot be ignored in the political sphere, and for the
 
United States 
 -- for which economic aid represents one of its most 
significant (and allost unavoidable) tools of fore ign politcy in these 
areas -- these possibi 1i ties need to he explored and capi tal izedl upon 
much more than has been done in the past. Often in the past we haw 
tended to ass umo too easy and di rec t a connect i on between economi c and 
political development only to be disillusioned, or -- at the other 
extreme -- an inherent conflict between political objectives and eco
nomic emphasis, leaving us in a quandary in our approach to the aid 

program.
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It would seem that in the developing countries, economic develop
ment programs, when successfully implement ed and when geared to pl it i
cally significant groups in the levelopin structuire, could provide 
more direct ion and momentum to the poli taicl devel opme t process than 
any other single effort. In many countries in Southeast Asia particu
larly, where economic interest groups are as vet not sharply differen
tiated and antagonistic, econoriic momentum represents one Of the few 
unifying themes availableI in the political atea. Su, h programs, 
moreover, reqtire a set of political commitments and priorities that
 
can be of equal and far-reaching significance 
 in their Own ri ght in 
affecting the operations of ,overnment, its methols of political 
control, and its relationship to te popUlation and kev private groups 
within it. In other words, an intelligent econOmic developtment program 
is a political program. It can and shout ld be anddeveloped consciouslv 
used, not to substitute for the political process, tobut help shape it 
and give it strength and viability. 

But economic is a Itgrowth not gimmick. requires concentrated
 
effort, strong direction, and technical ability. Putt ing these 
 elements 
behind a development program thus requires a definite shift of priori
ties -- political and 
 economic -- in that direction. Th is has been the 
difficulty in util izing economic development in a security situation.
 
Politically sensitive 
leader. have been reluctant to shi ft to such pri
orities in face of immediate challenges from insurgents or subversive 
forces. Furthermore, there is a be] ief in a security framework of
 
analysis that one can and should try more to 
 fabricate the end results
 
of economic development in order to produce a desirable political 
effect 
in the short run. These policies, however, not only undermine the 
economic process, bht the political process as well. They destroy 
government confidence, objectivity, and, in many cases, independence. 
They also underest imate the shorter run results of politically well
chosen developmental Shiftingprograms. older priorities, especially 
ones which have be-en discriminatory to large segments of population,tlie 

and taking really significant action in a few kev economic areas can 
communicate more to the population of the 
intention of government, and
 
offer more real stake to the population in the government over the 
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course of their lifetime, than likely any program oc transitory benefit
 

however flashily painted. Note here again that it is not from the
 

immediate benefits from such actions that this 
feeling is communicated 

-- the tangible benefits may well be delayed -- but from the long run 

expectations that are created by these actions and their relationship 

in turn to the Government in power. This feeling is commu.licated, 

moreover, far more rapidly than we have assumed. 

On ih. other hand, when one looks at the program that developed
 

in Thailand after 1962 ---when security considerations were becoming
 

paramount -- and v-ich has only in th. last 
year begun to receive a
 

broader focus, one finds that priorities were shifted to the other
 

extreme. Developmental objectives for the country were there, but
 

stated in generalized terms, clearly lacking emphasis and priority in
 

the total U.S. effort. One is struck by the fact that the emphasis in 

this period was almost entirely on "the sell" and almost not at all on
 

what was being sold. We were concerned with the image of the Thai 

Government much more than with the reality behind it. We assumed, in 

essence, that the harder problems of both political and economic devel

opment could or would take care of themselves and that the more "quick 

and obvious" ones were those in which we must make the major effort. 

As a result we made almost no effort to fashion independent and 

challenging responses to the appeals of the insurgents. We helped 

create an atmosphere, moreover in which Thailand's major assets have 

often been overlooked and its weaknesses accentuated. We developed 

programs which seemed to attr-k every facet of the problem, but which
 

in reality have attacked almost none. 
 And this very pa oply of effort
 

served to give us both a false conception and a false sense of security.
 

Moving back from this position is not easy. There are political 

and very real bureaucratic problems in shifting the focus of U.S. aid 

to a more developmental orientation and to one 
which sees Thailand's
 

security as a nationwide problem rather than only the border areas now
 

under subversive attack. And yet failure to 
do that will perhaps lead
 

to the disintegration of the center, the transformation of what are now
 

still assets into liabilities. Certainly it will put us and Thailand
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more and more behind on the undertaking of structural economic and
 
political reforms at 
the center which will 
take a long time to effect
 
and which 
create more real dangers to security the longer they are
 

delayed.
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DEVE1,OPMENT PRO;RANS AND SECURITY: 
LESSONS FROM OTHER AS[AN COIINTRI.ES 

Richard Lee iough
Fletcher School of Law and I)iplomoacv, Tufts University 

This paper selectiv, lv diScus.ses key asp(ects ol the experience
 
that other Asian countries have 
 had wit i problems of rural development 
and/or insurgene ,. The intent is to (listi I and interpret these aspects 
so that thLy, bear coiis troeCtiV, lv upon more or le:s comparahle problems 

in Northeast Thai land today. 

Three Asian oxptjerinces have been chosen as ie has is for the
 
di scss ion:
 

1. The Silno-America-in ,o in (loinn iComision onl Rural Poconsitruiction 
(JC ,) in lai.,an -- its strateg and 't thod.s -- particularly 

during thLe ( 'alyvaI-. of thL prior decade when the Kuonlintang 
ohject ives of IpoI iti aicilc ,eIidit ion arid siimport onml I l Iond 

Cons t itoted, i1 thh ,t paIrt, til. 1roaid 1,licv thrust of the 

econorIlr - assi tme prer s; ' tool.J(PUl'.
 
2. T iew'1,i ,. ','v-v ra il i's, 7, ,,hen th , nati,, PIi i Ii:)i 1 ', -! ' 

tioalml ' 'rrIe It rind r I L ad 'in hi p It"ver' a firstN \"-na , as 
Secretar'.v of iris'!iI and t i ii i, Pr-e [dent, hr,o e the back (lo 
tW lhrika I li~ip i rsrp: , illCt-l'tlri I ir ;tl e!,d
,ll lii i'un rural
 
IdLoVe )I ''omir in:r i d (1rls,-i(I [I ~t ur iti s of iea 
al itelltlilll 
,'i lll rt11(1-1 lil!h..ad foot, t Ilel l~ l'ltI(V
 

3. Tlre ila( nsJ-]tlP.' r'8<ji,'iln lI,  lln ill jt( ]')()1 ;rnd 
locat(d lil- illtie Ii)-lind; lld villenvs; if(.-'hichLio , is 
the ('enerf ie . o! ill ,t ra l de've.I ilienit e(ffort ,f tre 1'.S. 
All) iis in iin this sinI 1, jerrv-built couitr,,. 

An in it i l ind verv inpoJrt int ualIifioer is in e)rd!,r: the exaritples 
or "]lessons il ( n,are ii-,[ n b' t e i t err is heing r'I'vant to 
Thai land 
toiav il a ini oIhinai.Lic (or p;ickae.d asli io . Th-,' ilild ot 
reflect pat formlas tort llhe giannk'lv (xpii rtd to' (it her Count rv 
qituiatlons. R;lth(r, thev iteildhdare to provide fresh Iteaveil arnd 
insights which will ixiyc-talvt in-ll\l with ,'a prograimlat ic appraisal of 
the indigenous variabl s of securitv i'il tveliopmlent Ilr lrailind. 

(-(6
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Similarly, the Thai vision -- or visions -- of reality in the 
Northeast is of central importance. We should be encouraging a uniquely
 
Thai dynamism of innovation and experimentation in dealing with the
 
problems of the Northeast rather than encouraging externally originated
 
"solutions," however applicable they may appear pyrina 
 facie. 

STRATE(I ES FOP LINKIN(G SECURT'Y PROGRAMS AND
 
LCONOMIC l)Ev . i PGR.MS
 

A strategic concept without appropriate tactical 
techniques is only an illusion. Conversely tact 4 cal 
technique without a unifying strategic concept is 
both dull and wasteful.
 
(lt. ;eneral liu Chl-ming, A Strategy of Counter-

Subvers ion, unpublished study, Taipei, 1966.)
 

If our purpose is to relate or link security programs and economic
 
development 0rograms with 
any measure of system and coherence, there
 
would appear to be no other alternative but to conceive the two essen
tially as tactical 
arms of a broader strategy that facilitate , commen
surability and coordination and permits evaluation of 
progress. Otherwise,
 
we lack common factors for judgment and become trapped 
in the cul-de.-sac
 

of comparing apples and oranges.
 

This strategy in Its broadest generality will be political in
 
character and be concerned with problems of popular support for, con
sensus with, and consolidation of power by the constituted government
 
in the disaffected areas. It is evident 
that genuine security cannot
 
obtain, or an effective counterinsurgency effort be sustained, without
 

the active political support and Intelligence of local organizations
 

and leaders. 
 Similarly, rural economic development efforts will be
 
marginal unless there is a modicum of political viability and partici

pation in the rural communities.
 

An overall strategy is an instrument to control In some degree
 
the pace, quality, and irection of change. In 
this sense, general
 
objectives such as 
improving Thai government official relations with
 
the villager and/or integrating the rural peasantry into the national
 
body-politic are inadequate by themselves. The strategy must be flushed
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out and down so that it has the finiteness necessary to guide decision
 

and action. This can only be done by addressing the major economic,
 

political, military, and cultural variables 
involved, and the chemistry
 
of their interaction, in the actual setting of operations. 
 The variables
 

that are the raw materials of an effective strategy would include, inter
 

alia, the character and intensity of peasant aspirations and needs, forms
 

and extent of social mobility, ethnic composition and loyalties, means
 

of communication, economic development potential and priorities, strategy
 

and tactics of the insurgents, and so on. For example, badly needed
 
economic development activities of different kinds calculatZA! to increase
 

the income of the subsistence farmers in Northeast Thailand and to 
induce
 

change and self-betterment quite conceivably could magnify the insurgency
 

by their very success. Indeed, strategic attention must be given to the
 

non-economic aspirations of the peasants and 
their families, particularly
 

the youth, and the channels of mobility and opportunity available for
 

pursuing these aspirations.
 

DEVELOPMENT AND SECURITY
 

Focusing on development and security requires a time dimension as
 
well as a substantive strategy. This was pointed out in a speech by


**
 
Robert S. McNamara:
 

We do not always grasp the meaning of tOe word
 
security .... In a modernizing society, security
 
means development. Securit, is not military
 
hardware -- though it may include it. Security
 
is not military force -- though it may involve
 
it.... Security is development. Without devel
opment, there can be no security. A developing
 
nation that does not in fact develop simply can
not remain secure.
 

The relevance of the McNamara speech here is not the optimistic cast
 

of his generic identification of security with development. Rather,
 

See A. Thomas Kirsch, "Development and Mobility Among the Phu
 
Thai of Northeast Thailand," Asian Survy, July 1966, Vol. 6, No. 7,
 
pp. 377-378.
 

Speech to American Society of Newspaper Editors, Montreal, Canada,

May 18, 1966.
 

-(o
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the relevance rests on the point seen by McNamara that the United States 
and its allies in Southeast Asia court disaster when they define security 
only in terms of immediate or short-range military (arcd economic) require

is a continuum.
ments. Time Short-term, intermediate, and long-term 
shade into each other. What is done, or done, in thenot short term
 
vitally affects options -and constraints over the long term.
 

Tile time frame of planning and action should indeed be reasonably
 
long-term and development focused -- economically, politically, and
 
socially -- in dealing 
with insurgency situations, particularly when 
there is time to mount a strategy addressed to the long-standing, tough
 
problems. This not play the needs
is to down immediate for effective
 
security measures, but rather 
 to suggest a more critical and longer
 
range appraisal as to the value 
 and limitations of these measures. 

The conditions that underlie the insurgency in the Northeast
 
obviously 
 did not manifest themselves overnight. SimiLar.y, they are 
not going to disappear overnight, however efficient U.S. supported
 
security programs may become. A broader and
gauge longer range U.S.
 
perspective focused upon encouragement and support of Thai programs of
 
politico-social and economic change certainly appears 
to be called for.
 

THE JOINT COMMISSION ON RURAL RECONSTRUCTION
 

The JCRR was established in 1948 in Mainland China as one of the 
implementing organs of the China Aid Act of the year.same The Commis
sion is especially known for two things: the major role it played -
and through .t the role United States aid played -- in the remarkable 
rural-agricultural development of Taiwan over the last 15 years, and
 
its untypical organizational structure which was designed as 
an instru
ment for tile administration of U.S. economic assistance.
 

Functionally 
 JCRR is located oitside governmental lines of author
ity, both Chinese and United States, and therefore is able to receive
 
and approve projects directly from rural organizations, public and
 
private. JCRR is not an operating agency. 
 Its staff works through and
 
with public and private agencies at all levels. 
 Recipient organizations
 
solicit JCRR's teLhnical and capital assistance, assume responsibility
 

II
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for project execution, and match JCRR's financial contribution on an
 
agreed basis.
 

The structure of JCRR is based upon jointness. It is headed by a 
bi-national commission, originally composed of three Chinese and two 
American commissioners appointed by the Presidents of the two countries, 
and now by two Chinese and one American. The commission exercises its 
authority through unanimous decisions.
 

The joint structure of JCRR is in sharp contrast with the more
 
typical counterpart-separate 
 organization aid relation used by the
 
United States 
 in most recipient countries. In Taiwan, JCRR became in 
practice a component of the host country institutional system through 
which rural development was 
planned and executed. In effect, American
 
rural and agricultural expertise was 
integrated on the line.
 

Felt Neeas
 

It was recently argued that "unless and until program planning is
 
focused directly on 
the villagers' basic needs and problems.. .the
 
security impact of the USOM or RTG Rural development efforts on 
thc
 
Northeast peasantry will continue to be severely limited." 
 Felt need
 
has indeed become 
a common rubric for identifying the priorities of
 
rural development/security programs. In light of the fact that JCRR
 
pioneered this approach, 
 it would appear useful to look at what felt
 
need meant in the Taiwan setting. This 
 can be done briefly by noting
 
the following major 
elements of the JCRR interpretation:
 

o The felt need approach was grounded in the assumption of the 
great development potential of the rural masses -- their ethos, 
intelligence and energy -- if properly tapped and on the imper
ative that action programs must in fact penetrate to 
the micro
 
environment of 
the primary producer.
 

o 
Felt needs can be complex and conflicting. Their articulation
 
must be cultivated and 
at times they must be reshaped and redi

rected from above.
 

Preliminary Report, Impact of USOM-Supported Programs in Changwad
Sakon Nakorn, Bangkok, USOM/Thailand, Research Division, April 1967.
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o 	Felt needs are but one component of a realistic rural develop

ment program, being particularly important for the short run
 

in that they provide a framework for choosing village/farmer
 

participation projects which stand to 
produce rather immediate
 

and tangible results.
 

o The felt need approach essentially concerns problems of insti

tutional communication, dialogue and participation from the
 

village unit upward and the central government downward. The
 

approach was never conceived as a short cut to the difficult
 

job of programming development in the different micro-environments
 

of agriculture with their multitude of local decision-makers.
 

In effect, JCRR saw felt need as a vital though limited tool useful
 

for an array of purposes: popular participation and dialogue (likely
 

first and foremost); project selection; economic and technical intelli

gence; and building rural support for the Nationalist government. 
 The
 

JCRR experience suggests that, in applying this concept elsewhere,
 

practitioners should be 
aware of its limitations and difficulties as
 

well as its usefulness.
 

The Transmission Belt
 

Perhaps the most significant achievement of JCRR was its central
 

role in fashioning an effective institutional transmission belt in
 

Taiwan, which progressively involved the farmer in the tasks of devel

opment by carryirg downward incentives, innovations and services and by
 

transmitting upward his needs and problems.
 

The major component of this transmission belt is a flourishing
 

Farmer's Association (FA) network -- township, county, and provincial.
 

The FA system has provided a single structural pattern through which
 

agricultural and rural life in general can be improved.
 

The FAs provide an example of closing the traditional gap at the
 

local level in Asia between the peasant farmer and public and private
 

institutions crucial to the former's willingness and capacity to become
 

a responsive agent of change within the mainstream of national life.
 

-73
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The FA system appears to be particularly relevant to the develop
ment of Amphur Farm Groups in Thailand. Four aspects of the FAs merit
 

special attention in the setting of Thai. rural cooperatives.
 

a) The simple, multi-purpose structure of the township FA 
com
bining all the major services needed by the member farmers in 
one unit -- as contrasted with the single-purpose cooperative. 

b) The sustained priority given to the training of FA management
 

personnel.
 

c) 	The marked emphasis placed upon developing the vigor and ini

tiative of the village unit of the township FA as the last and
 

decisive link with the primary producers.
 

d) 	The JCRR tactic of increasing popular demand in the countryside
 

for better public services and of intensifying the awareness of
 
of government leadership of the need to provide such improved
 

services.
 

Extension
 

JCRR saw early the great need for and tremendous pay-off of large
 
and wide-ranging injections of new knowledge into the countryside. 
A
 
minimum of 60 percent of the income of farmer's associations each year
 
had to be plowed back into extension activities on the land. Taiwan
 
in the 1950s was a hothouse of experimentation with agricultural exten
sion techniques under the leadership of JCRR technicians.
 

The lesson for Thailand with regard to agricultural education in
 
the Northeast is that effectiveness depends upon a considerable expan
sion of extension programs, much better penetration, and a willingness
 

to experiment and innovate.
 

Flexibility and Exedition of Program Operations
 

JCRR functioned through a flexible and free financial and program
ming authority. 
The controls exercised by the Government of the Republic
 
of China (GRC) and the U.S. Aid Mission were limited for the most part
 
to review of the budget year program and intermittent post reviews of
 

program performance.
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This flexibility was vital during the early period of ,JCRR's life 

when the aim was to counter rural unrest and JCRR's initial lack of 

credibility with the farme, by launching and completing many projects 

and responding quickly to problems and needs as they arose. 

It 	 is unlikelv that tie semi-autonomou and joint character of the 

JCRR, which provided the basi - for its frceheel ing :perations and 

expeditious movement of funds, could he dupl ic;ate, in Thai land. flow

ever, the JCRR experience dramat ical lY il ustrate,; the po lit-icel and 

economic fruits that can he I-aped from program and funding priocedures 

that faci litate the use of fle.xible and opportune tacticLs in situations 

of unrest and insurgency, present or potential. 

Poltical _ffects nd St-rateLv 

The improved state of political relations between the ;PC and the 

Taiwanese rural population that has evolved over the years is certain]y 

in part the result of the latter's relati'.e pro pei ty and their parti

cipation in the island's economy. 

The J CRR experience tends Lo confirm that dtevelopment-oriented 

economi-. assistance programs are effective in realizing political and
 

social goals.
 

tHowever, the Commission's piecemeal economic programs and production

oriented tactics were continuously conditioned by interplay with politico

social tactics of various kinds: for example, tile emphas , placed upon 

distributive social just ice through land reform and intenttionally spread

ing the fruit; of improved technologv through the small project technique, 

and the encouragement of democratic pr:ictices in rural organizations at 

the local level.
 

The fact is the Nationalists had a reasonably concrete strategy -

or at least an acute sense of strategy -- to guide theli policies and 

actions in rural Taiwan in the 1950s. Thiis strategy included: 

o 	 systematically gutting the power base of the Taiwanese landlord 

class (on the whole, middle-class farmers with moderate-size 

land holdllngs who had provided some of the leadership of the 

1947 rebeliion); 
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o thoroughly enmeshing the American presence in Taiwan with the 

tasks of rehabilitation and development so that it would take 

a radical break in U.S. policy to disengage from the Island; 

o politically and economically absorbing the rural masses as 

limited participants in the new power structure, principally 

by magnifying the independence of retooled farmer organizations 

at the expense of local 
government agencies traditionally domi

nated by the Taiwanese landed elite, and by stimulating and 

servicing the drives of commcrcial agriculture so as to create
 

vested interests on the land in support of stabil I itv and con

stituted authority; 

o a flexible and evolving program of agricultural growth, general

ized by JCRR planners as a "strategic pattern of sequenced devel

opment." An effective balance was achieved between the requirements 

of overall sector planning and controls and decentralized partici

pation in and adjustment of subsector plans. Sequenced production 

targets and prcductivitv goals flowed from aggregate indices and 

priorities of agricultural growth. Marked attention was given to 
breaking down the development strategy into economic and technical,
 

institutional and political tactics.
 

JCRR provided tuie leadership of a rural development program which 

served both economic and political purposes in mutually reinforcing
 

fashion. Although the quality of achievement varied from project 
to
 

project, the strategic conception and tactical techniques were sound
 

and realistic and explain in substantial measure the overall success of
 

the program.
 

THE MAGSAYSAY ERA IN THE PHILIPPINES-


The Government Gap: 
 the physical and intellectual
 
void between governing and governed, city and country
side, is the basic 
factor for the Asians to overcome.
 
The urban elite does not know tow to mix or deal 
with 
the vast rural population. The villages fear and shun 
officials. These two societies don't speak to each 
other .... The rural challenge is Asia's political 
riddle. (Kenneth T. Young. Hiearings Before the Sub
committee on Asian and Pacific Affairs of the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs, louse of Representatives, March 1, 
1967.) 
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In 1950, the llukbalahap movement numbered around 15,000 armed
 

insurgents, supported by a popular base of more or 
less a half million 

peasants. Iluk military presence and political organization had pene

trated deeply throughout large areas of tire Central luzon plain. 

By 1955, the Hluk threat had been decisively broken by tire national 

government under the leadership of Ramon .lagsaysay. Magsaysav aggres

sivelv pursued militarv, political, economic, and psychological tactics 
which brought devastation to Iluk military power, the capture of a good 

part of the top Inuk leadership and, most important, a shredding of the 

liuk's mass base of peasant support. 

After being elected President in 1953, Magsavsay set into motion 

an array of agrarian programs designed to broaden his attack on the 

insurgency and particularly to thrust beyond tie receding security 

problem to the conditions of rural discontent, backwardness, and exploi
tation that had long provided tie seedbed for violent dissidence In 

Central louzon. >lagsaysay saw his role in revolutionary terms: to 

provide the dynamic leadership necessary to link aspi rations of the 
peasantry with a transfiguring nationalism of unity and development. 

The Magsaylsay Administration's rural activities, supported by U.S. 

assistance, were legion. To note a few: 

-- community deve! opnment and self-government at the barrio level; 

-- land resettlement for the landless; 

-- potable water systems; 

-- agricultural credit; 

-- rural school construction; and, 

-- a host of new agricultural agencies to service the needs and 

respond to the grievances of the tenant farmers. 

By 1957 and the untimely death of the charismatic Magsaysay, a 

good bit of 
the elan and drive for change had waned within his Adminis

tration. At least there was a growing feeling that programs were going
 

awry. that the major problems were tough and resilient and not respon

sive to quick and glancing attack.
 

ii
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The Huks were decimated, not destroyed. Capitalizing on the tra
ditional gap between the government and the peasants, which rapidly 
reopened after 1957, the liuks were able to regroup themselves and con
solidate their organization and authority in key areas of Central Luzon. 
liuk tactics appear to have changed to those of "protracted conflict,"
 

involving a combination of limited warfare, political 
terror and "legal
parliamentary struggle." Today, they are again a force of subversion,
 

administering a shadow government in Central 
 Luzon and commanding the
 

allegiance of a considerable mass of peasants.
 

Perhaps if Magsaysay had lived, the many government activities of
 
rural reform that he initiated would 
 have matured into effective means
 
of institutional and attitudinal 
change at the center and the out]ying
 
points of the Philippine body-politic. As it was, one of the 
 most sig
nificant aspects of the Magsaysav era was 
 how quickly his rua.il programs 
fell into confusion and atrophy after his demise, leaving a vacuum of
 
government inaction and 
 peasant disenchantment whi ch the Iliks have 

exploited in their resurgence. 

It is difficult to resist the conclusion that Magsaysay's programs 
were a cosmetic job, however dramatic their initial impact. The econo
mic and social activities that he triggered appear in retrospect to 
have been superficial in character. They were loaded with idealism and 
popular exhortation, but essentially were margin I to the long run, 
knotty problems of closing the pol itical gap between an estranied 
peasant societV and an increasingly urban-based governing elite of landed 

and conmmerc i al-manufacturing interests. Certain failings that stand out 
explain in ';ome part the lack of staying power of Magsavsay's efforts and 
also suggest lessons for other Asian countries coping with comparable 

problems: 

The almost complete lack of an operational strategy for the 
economic and political development of the Central Luzon plain. 
The overwhelming priority given to crash programs and tactics 

that, notwithstanding the intent of agrarian reform and devel
opment, sharply distorted the security-development equation in 

favor of the former. 
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-- The misplaced emphasis upon the too small barrio as the pri

mary unit of development. 

-- A national community development program, similar to that of 

the Indian ,;overnment, that stressed the cultural goals of 

peasant assimilation and cooperation without addressing the 

problem of rural productivity goals. In this sense, the 

Philippine approach has been in sharp contrast with that 

pursued by the JCRR.
 

-- Centralization 
 of rural assistance programs In the !,resident's 

office while neglecting the delegating of development functions 

to regional and provincial levels. 

TilE VI LI.A CLIJ .SlTFRl PROCRI _IN LAOS 

The primary instrument of rural. development in Laos today is the
 

U.S.-supported Village Cluster Program. 
 The aim of this program,
 

launched in late 19031, was to consolidate RL(I1.,S. rural projects in
 

strategic 
areas :;o as to achieve better control and follow-up and to
 

produce a grteater impact.
 

There are at pre.;'it 14 clusters, including the Sedone Valley 

Development Progra-i, in the South, that encompasses all of Wapikhanthong 

Province and portions of Sedone and Saravane Provinces. The clusters 

range in size from around 20 to 190 villages, with an approximate 

spread in population of 5,000 to 43,000. 

The individual cluster programs initially stress social infrastruc

ture project,;, such as schools, dispensaries, and wells. However, there 

also has been considerable support for small-scale agricultural develop

ment activities such as irrigation systems, demonstration plots, and the 

estabI ishument of local markets. It is likely that production-oriented 

projects wil I grow in importance in the near future, given the major 

role planned for the clusters in the ambitious RL(;-U.S. rice production 

program. 

The cluster program was conceived as a means of meshing village
 

development and security needs 
so as to serve the broader objectives
 

of consolidating RL political control and enhancing its image in
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strategic rural areas of Laos. The approach was to motivate the vil
lagers 
to acquire a greater stake in their own security principal.v
 
through encouraging them to participate in RLG-supported self-help 

projects.
 

No doubt there have been discrepancies between the conception and 

reality of the cluster pr, gram. In particular, the vilila.e security 
dimension (f( r example, organization and training of villiage self-defense 
forces and establishment of early warning intelligence nets) has laged 
or not got off the ground at all in many of the c I ust, rs . Hiowever, the 
program has not been without its project successes on the scical and 
economic side. Its development efforts in a number of rural areas 
have prompted the extension of conventional security by the RL(; armed 

forces.
 

The cluster program is relevant not only because of its strategic
 
conception but also because of the advantages it offers for rural devel
opment activities. This is being recognized more and 
 more by perceptive 
American official; in the field. The point is that by broadening tOe 
unit of planning and operations to a geographical area larger than 
separate villages, new possibilities and options are opened up on the 

development side.
 

One of the major shortcomings of traditional community development 
programs is that the individual village simply not a viableis develop
ment unit because of its size and the limited number of things that can 
be done with economic efficiency within its confines. The cluster 
concept, on the other hand, stimulates more imaginative and expansive 
approaches to local area development problems in such fields as market
ing, processing, water utilization, transportation and farm credit.
 

This is not to argue that the cluster model in Laos is necessarily 
applicable to Northeast Thailand, but the economies of scale and area 
practiced in the lao case certainly meritshould consideration if devel
opment is to be construed as part of the long--range answer to local 

security problems. 
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RELEVANCE OF U.S. ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
TO LOCAL SECURITY IN THAILAND 

Stephen A. Loftus, Jr.
 
Assistant Director for Research, Advanced Research
 

Projects Agency, Thailand
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Since the advent of the Kennedy Administration, the United States
 
has become increasingly 
 concerned with the problems of development and
 
security in critical areas of 
 the non-Communist world. K'.ruslichev's 
call for "wars of nat iona I I ibe ration, " coup 1ed wi th recuirr i ng crises 

in Lacs, Cuba, 'iLetla1, and the Congo and the decline of French and 
British power in tie Afro-Asian world, caused tile Kennedy Adminisftra

tion to move urgenLly toward the formulation of a new stcategy of foreign 

aid, both militarv and econoiric. It also lod to a major reassessment
 

of the role of our own military forces and those of our 
 principal allies 
in light of newly interpreted Soviet foreign policy aims and tactics. 

In the case of Thailand, which in the Dulles era was accorded 
relatively privileged treatment 
as a key member of the SEATO, the first
 
Kennedy-appointed Ambassador, Kenneth T. Young, did his utmost to 
tailor
 
tile U.S. aid effort to conform with the new U.S. approach to tile problems 
of development and security in Southeast Asia.
 

However, due mainly 
to the forces of tradition, various cultural
 
lags, and prior aid commitments, his success was 
limited to relatively
 
minor skirmishes in the major battles over 
the contents and levels of
 
aid programs, for example, temporary Military Aid Program (MAP) support
 

for new Mobile Development Units in the Northeast.
 

His successor, Graham Martin, was able to obtain significantly 
greater Washington attention to the problem of subversive insurgency. 
However, the major part of aid resources continued to go to purposes 
bearing little or no Rirect relationship to the "objective" situation
 
facing local administcators or 
the average Thai villager in the lesser 
developed regions of Thailand. 

Our preoccupation with recurring crises in Laos, Cambodia and
 
Vietnam, plus traditional Thai demands for more modern forces and
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priority given to development of economic sectors promising significant
 

returns on new investment left but few crumbs for areas such as the 

Northeast cr for programs aimed at curtailing the growing subversion in 

the countryside.
 

1.:ith respect to the nature of the current threat to the !oval
 

Thailand (;overnment (RTG). there ik growing consensus among senior

level '.S. and Thai officials that the kev to the suppress ion of the
 

Communist TerroriSts (CT) lies in the ability of the !!T(; to provide
 

greater security and to improve echnomic conditions in the villages.
 

,A increasing number of officials have concided 
 that extraordinarv 

attent .on must be given to the contested areas of the Northeast, where 

a third of the nation e:Xists in a relative socio-political vacuum. 

Accepting the thesis that the ability of the RT(; to fill this
 

vacuum in this significant area of tihe Kingdom is crucial to long

term U.S. interests in Southeast Asia, I submit that it i. important
 

to examine tile general scope ard impac c 
 of current and contemplated 

U.S. aid efforts designed to produce positive effects on political

military events in the Northeast. As Abraham Lincoln said in his
 

famous "'louse Divided" speech, "if we could first know where we are
 

and whither we are tending, we could better judge what to do and how
 

to do it."
 

Consistent with the way in which our Mission categorizes U.S. aid 

programs, I have divided our assistance efforts in Thailand in che 

following manner:
 

1. U.S. All) (USOM) programs; 

2. Military Assistance Programs (NAP); 

3. U.S. Information Service (USIS); and, 

4. Other U.S. assistance efforts.
 

U.S. AID (USOM)
 

Current USOM plans are based almost exclusively upon one basic, 

overriding objective -- to assist tine RTG to combat successfully the 

communist insurgency in.the rural areas, particularly in the Northeast. 
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USOM regards this requirement as basic for two primary reasons -- tile 
communist insurgency is an immediate and growing danger to Thai society, 

stability, and development, and, secondly, tile insurgent threat is 
concentiated in the villages of the Northeast.
 

USOM feels that the main need is to get tle Thai to extend the
 
progress achieved in the central plains and certain urban areas, such
 
as Bangkok, to the previously neglected areas of the Northeast. The
 
key words underlying USOM's assistance strategy in this area are pro

tection and production in those rural areas of relative economic
 

privation and governmental weakness or neglect.
 

Fundamental to the USOM approach to the problem is the conviction 

that through selective U.S. assistance and the promises of follow-on
 
aid, senior Thai officials can he prevailed upon to bring 
 about a social 
and economic revolution in the countryside, that is, to get the vil
lagers in rcmote 
 areas to work more effectively toward the solution of
 
their most pressing socio-economic 
 problems in a political framework
 

conducive to resistance to, or supression of, communist subversive
 

insurgency.
 

Protection
 

It is current USOM doctrine that no other effort to develop rural
 
areas can succeed unless villagers are afforded adequate protection.
 
People cannot be expected to 
cooperate with government representatives 
if they live in fear of dire consequences or are tinder the de facto 

control of CT shadow government. 

In recognition of the Importance of providing a greater degree of 
protection to remote villages, USOM has in Fiscal Year 1967 spent 
nearly $18 million, 35 percent of 
the total program, in support of the
 
Thai Nationai Police Department and related activities, such as radio 
communications for the villages. 
 Additional programmed support will. 
assist in the expansicn of the police department by another 12,000 men 
-- a 30 percent Increase by the end of Fiscal Year 1968.
 

New weapons and equipment have also been provided or programmed for
 
the police. Equipment is concentrated 
In two areas -- communications for
 

'63
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counterinsurgency activities and mobility, air as well 
as ground, in
 

order to improve materially the ability of the police to respond
 

promptly and exploit opportunities, Plans stipolate that "reaction
 

forces" shou. be able to reach threatc-ned villages in less than one
 

hour, and that horder control units will also be niat,r iallv strengthened. 

These pl ans involve a I00 percent increase in th,., strength of the Pro

vincial Police and the Border Patrol Police hv 1972. (From 60,000-


i20,O0O in the case of the Provincial Pol ice.)
 

Plans are also heing, mad, for training and equipping a I- number 

of village defense units in selected areas, and for new pol .le units 

with the mission (,Isupporting village based securitv forces. 1JSOM 

offici ais helieve that the village security force must he part of the 

village, composed )f Men who will he so identified, will ing to protect 

their own homme; ind thoroughly familiar with local terrain. Thev also 

envisage these cadres as active in community development work, given 

proper training and motivation. 

A comprehensive, list of projects in this program category can be
 

found ir the addenda, p. 97.
 

Product ion
 

The basic hypothesis underlying this category of efforts is that
 

it is necessary to, thwart the CT prom':ies of 
a better life by offering
 

a set of real or realizable alternatives to the vil lagers of the North

east. USOM views its main mission as helping the RT; to pose a more 

attractive set of g )als and the means of convincing tHie villagers that 

they are attainable. t'SOM program rationale emphasizes chat results 

must he real and timely if this strategy is to succeed. 

Over the past several years IISO's support in this area has -on

centrated on 
the Accelerated Rural Development (ARD) program of the 

RTG. This program at present affects 18 provinces, all hut three of 

which are in the Northeast. Equipment, training and other support for 

ARD totalled more than $14 million in FY 1967 -- over 28 percent of
 

the total USOM program that year.
 



In addition to 
creating necessary infrastructure in the 
Northeast,
 
such as 
roads and better water resources at the village Level, 
ARD is
 
designed to stimulate more 
local initiative 
and greater responsiv.,,ess
 

to priority village requirements by other RTG agencies.
 

It is generally accepted that ARD resources have considerably
 
strengthened 
 the abi]i tv of the governor and other key local officials 
to carry out their counterinsurgency plans and programs, both in terms 
of actual resourcs made available by Bangkok and by effecting the neces
sary coordination among the m..,, RTG agencies active in the hinterlands. 

USOM is ,1Iso providing material support thyto National Security
 
Command's 'I,.bii,: )evelopment Units (.DU's). These of
units, composed 

select persona1l from 
 several civilian a d millitar. awencies of the
 
RTG, are deploved in sensitive securityv areas of the 
 Kingdom v'ithi the
 
mission of oprevin the 'asic 
infrastructure and 
local attitudo through 
construction, vO.t tiona[ training, and work with the Youth. 

Assistance is also being given to obile Medical Teams in rural.
 
areas, and support for the malaria eradication program is being
 

cont inued.
 

A program has also been uiitiated to meet the transportation needs
 
of local officilals 
 so that they can discharge their responsibilities
 

more effectiv ],. and 
 contact more villagers. 

USOM ,!ficials believe thot greter assistance in the field of 
agriculture is of fundamental importance in view of the agrarian nature
 
of the societv in tie .ortheas t 
. Be tter research, e::tersioni we ,r
 
improved 
 cr.d it and firmer'z cooperatives, i nproved commun ica1tions, 
and lreater availa, iiit, of necessary fertilizers and pf)stici&ds are 
all regarded as e,sentI-ai elements of an ambitious program designed to 
double the cash incorme of farmers in the Northeast hv 1972. 

A great deal of attention is also being given to improving water 
supplies in the villages -- a fundamental problem for all forms of 
life during a major part of the year. 'File ultimate goal is a year
round source of water 
in every village, and USOM proposes to assist in
 
this through the provision of materiel and technical advice.
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USOM's major quantitative targets in rural development over the
 

next 5-10 years are listed in the addenda, p. 97.
 

In addition to these security and development projects, USOM
 

management gives high priority to the development of greater human
 

talents, skills and energy -- both in villages and in public service.
 

Program focus is on village youth, providing better education and
 

improving prospects for a better life, and on improving rural adminis

tration -- technical as well as administrative. A key to the success 

of this program is to induce senior Bangkok officials of the need to
 

take whatever steps are necessary to persuade more talented and highly
 

motivated public servants to serve in the Nrtheast.
 

In the area of village youth, USOM has support.ed the deployment of 
seven mobile trades training units. Eleven more are to be created next
 

year. USOM also supports the work of the Community Development Depart

ment and the Developing Democracy Program of the Department of Local
 

Administration -- MOI. The objective of both these Thai programs is
 
to train local leaders in the management of local affairs and the use
 
of external assistance. USOM also hopes to find ways and means of
 

stimulating the interest of 
the private sector -- entrepreneurs -- in 

economic opportunities in rural areas of the Northeast. 

From the above summary description one can see that the proposed 

rural development program places about equal emphasis on "protection 

and production." While it might be possible for USOM to alter this 

razio radically in one direction or another, current doctrine calls 

for strong and equal assistance to both kinds of programs. This is 

justified not only by the way in which the Thai have organized their 

counterinsurgency effort -- emphasis on civil-police activities -- but
 

because of Congressional sentiments in the face of apparent Thai sol

vency and affluence in many sectors. It is also calculated more or
 

less to match Thai efforts in the Northeast, in financial terms, (approxi

mately $50 million per year for each side) in order to obtain the requi

site leverage in crucial areas uf decisionmaking regarding resource
 

allocation, administration, ind overall counterinsurgency strategy.
 

http:support.ed
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Key USOM officials recognize the need for better and 
more complete
 
data on critical sectors of the Northedst's environment. Although they
 

are convinced of the need to concentrate more resources in the North
e'.st, they and their Thai counterparts are not clear on how much or
 
what kinds, ,or abc.ut how Northeast requirements fit into national devel

opmental plans for the entire economic sector.
 

MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS (MAP) 

The level of Military Assistance to Thlailand has increased sub
stantially over the past several years. There are two 
principal causes
 
for this: the crises in Laos and our 
efforts to obtain more significant
 

third-country involvement in Vietnam.
 

One of the primary objectives of the MAP for Thailand is to enhance 
the ability of the armed forces 
to deal with subversive insurgency and
 
infiltration fro- alien territories. However, the bulk of the regular
 
Thai armed forces remain committed to missions relevant to SEATO plans
 
or conventional warfare rather than being committed to 
internal security
 

missions aimed at suppressing the C .
 

Out of 
the four active Royal Thai Army Divisions, onl some six
 
battalions plus some supporting units are committed to 
counterinsurgency
 

operations in the Nortl.3ast. However, the Army is engaged 
in many
 

military activities in support of tie Communist Suppression Operations
 
Command (CSOC) and provincial para-military forces assigned to the
 

governors in critical Northeast provinces.
 

Among these functions are:
 
1. Royal Thai Army provision of weapons an] training to the
 

Volunteer Defense Corps;
 

2. Civic action, psychological warfare, and intelligence gather

ing by several Royal Thai Army Special Operations Center units in the
 

Northeast;
 

3. Over 100 Special Forces Teams committed to suppression Commands 

under the control of the Governor -- Civil Police Military; 

4. Detailing Army officers to 
serve as special assistants to
 

amphur chiefs and governors in the Northeast; and,
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5. Providing new radios to select village security units.
 

While most of the support for these units and activities comes
 

from RTG resources, many of them were trained and equipped by MAC-THAI
 
and many receive follow-on support, such as POL, training equipment,
 

and so forth.
 

The Royal Thai Air Force has also organized several Special Air
 

Commando troop-transport units for employment against tile subversives,
 

and the Royal Thai Navy may assume an active rule on the Mekong. These
 

units also receive MAP support in one form or another.
 

One cannot say at this moment how great or what kind of an impact 
the larger MAP effort will have in rural areas. However, it is 

fairly clear that the Thai armed forces cannot help hilt benefit from
 

more training, their experiences in Vietnam, and from new equipment
 

for units earmarked for internal security.
 

It must be said, however, that only a relatively minor frdction 

of the current MAP program can be traced to the situation in remote 

areas of the Northeast. This is due not only to Vietnam and tradi
tional Sl.'ATO-type commitments, but to the basic decision of the RTC 

to treat the insurgency as a civil-police matter rather than as a 

military problem. 

If the insurgency enters a new phase marked by more intensive 

military action, we can assume that the Royal Thai Army will play a 

much stronger role in the countryside and have a greater voice in the 

planning and implementation of counterinsurgency strategty. But for 

the present, it appears that there will be' only a nudest increase in 

the role of AP-supported units assigned to suppression operations in 

the Northeast. 

In summary, U.S. assistance programs under this category can, at 
most, affect only indirectly the situation at the village level, except 

for those few critical areas in which Army units are deployed. Nr 

direct U.S. aid or involveme-nt is perceptible in view of rieoreus policy 
injunctions against any direct participation by U.S. personnel in 

counterinsurgency operations. However, most of the six battalion
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equivalents of regular RTG military units assigned to 
suppression oper
ations under CSOC are equipped and partially supported by tile MAP, and
 
many of tile officers and men have received training of some 
sort under 

the MAP. 

Although one cannot predict the extent 
or nature of future in
volvement of the regular armed forces in tile 
countryside, there are 
a
 
number of indications that they may play a more active role, particu
larly in those areas 
judged to be most infested with armed insurgents
 

or in need of protection.
 

U.S. INFORMATION SERVICE (USIS) PROGRAMS
 

Background Information
 

USIS stipulates three major objectives in Thailand:
 
1. 
Explain and win support for programs and activities designed
 

to 
strengthen the security, development, independence, and unity of
 

Thailand.
 

2. Explain and help counter the stepped-up Communist threat 
to
 

Thailand.
 

3. Maintain the strengthen Thai confidence in the United States
 
as 
a strong, reliable, and cooperacive ally.
 

Generally speaking, USIS - Thailand engages in two types of ac
tivities. Tile first is tile 
traditional USIS operation characterized
 
by the operation of libraries, binational centers, cultural e.changes,
 
and so on. These activities, concentrated in Bangkok and a few pro
vincial capitals, constitute a minor part of the USIS effort. 
Tile 
second activity area, more directly related 
to US[S objectives, con
stitutes most of the USIS effort in Thailand. This effort has 
an
 
up-country, rural orientation and is 
focused primarily on the North
east, North, and South. Programs in this area are implemented in
 
cooperation with, and are 
attributed to, various RTG elements at 
all
 
administrative levels. 
 Program materilis deal primarily with security
 

and development themes.
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Field Operations
 

USIS Thailand has 13 Branch Posts in the countryside. Each is
 
directed by a Branch Public Affairs Officer (BPAO), who is engaged in
 
the following types of program efforts:
 

i. 	Military Affairs
 

BPAO's provide advice concerning local 
customs and conditions
 
to U.S. military commanders. They also encourage and guide Civic Action
 
and 	Troop-Community Relations programs.
 

2. 
Rural and Remote Area Information Programs
 

These programs emphasize joint U.S./RTG efforts 
in critical
 
areas, Northeast, North, and South. 
 They include the following:
 

a. Mobile Information Team (MIT) operations are 
designed to
 
bring together the people of 
rural Thailand and their Amphoe and Changwat
 
officials. 
 An MIT is composed of a team leader, provincial officials,
 
and a USIS group (usually composed of the BPAO, an 
Information Assis
tant, and a Multi-Media Unit Operator).
 

b. U.S./RTG Multi--Media Unit Operations which are, 
in effect,
 
small-scale MIT's.
 

c. 
USIS Branch Post Officers and Thai employees average
 
between 500 and 600 nights 
a month in village-level operations 
in
 
cooperation with Thai officials. 
The role of the Thai official is to
 
furnish inspiration and material support; 
that of USIS, to furnish
 
propaganda material and, in some 
instances, transportation.
 

3. 	Support of RTG Special Groups
 

USIS supports a number of special RTG units in security and
 
development efforts, primarily with media materials. 
Among the more
 
important organizations supported 
are:
 

a. 	Mobile Development Units:
 

b. 	Special Operations Centers;
 

c. 	Border Patrol Police;
 

d. 	ARD Programs;
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e. 
Public Relations Dfhpartment;
 

f. Community Development Department.
 

Information
 

I. Radio
 

The major USIS radio effort in the Northeast is in support
 
of the 50KW (station 909) National Security Command station at 
Sakon
 
Nakhon. USIS provides a senior American program advisor and four
 
assistants, all of whom are fluent in N,riherst Thai dialect.
 

Major USIS programming, almost all of which is directed to
 
the villager and is available to all stations 5 days 
a week, includes:
 

a. A 30-minute daily radio drama with an 
anti-communist theme;
 

b. 
A 30-minute daily radio drama with pro-development theme.
 

c. 
A 30-minute daily radio drama with a pro-security theme.
 

d. 
A 30-minute daily disc-jockey show, featuring music and
 
commentary on 
the above three themes.
 

e. A 4 5-minute daily mohlam show, with the 
same three themes
 
"sandwiched" between songs.
 

f. Several short daily programs produced by teams of field
 
reporters in the northeast in support of basic themes.
 

USIS radio support goes to 60 stations, including the Sakon
 
Nakhon 50KW. Tne Australian-built Korat and Khon Kaen 50KW's, for
 
example, "se UISIS-organizated material for approximately 80 percent of
 

their programming.
 

Because the villager is the target for all these programs,
 
most production is in Northeast Thai dialect.
 

2. Publications
 

A theme packet on national security, development, or the
 
communist threat is published monthly. 
 Each packet consists of a
 

pamphlet, a poster, and leaflet.
 

CAI
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In addition, each month there is an anti-communist Poster and
 

a leaflet.
 

Seripharb Magazine is primarily devoted to security and devel

opment stories in Thailand.
 

Cartoon books in support of feature type motion pictures (see 

below).
 

3. Motion Pictures 

a. Two full length, color, lip-synchronized sound, dramatic
 

films are produced in the Northeast each year. These represent the 

core of the village motion picture program. Themes are anti-communism, 

security, and development.
 

b. Tactical films (10 to 20 minutes each) are produced to 

support local LISTS programs. Seventeen have been produced this year 

and range from a Meo defector to a governor pushing,a local low-interes

loan program. 

c. A news magazine (10 minutes) as a format for short security 

and development stories. 

d. Documentaries (Mobile Development Unit's Mitrapharb, the 

U.S. President and the King, the Prime Minister speaks to remote vil

lagers, and a color King's newsreel).
 

4. Distribution
 

USIS publications are distributed throughout much of Thailand.
 

The amount of distribution varies according to the needs of each region.
 

5. General Assistance
 

USIS is engaged In support of a number of specific Thai 

operational and training )rograms. One full-time officer, for -xample,
 

is assigned tc CSOC in an advisory capacity for psychological opera

tions Another officer works closely with the Nai Amphur Academy in
 

an effort to Introduce psychological operations concepts Into as many
 

subjects in the curriculum "s possible.
 

1 
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OTHER U.S. ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
 

Several other U.S.-sponsored aid efforts designed to 
improve the
 
security situation in the countryside are worthy of note:
 

1. There is a major U.S.-RTG effort to consolidate various and 
sundry local security units now extant in the Northeast (for example, 
People's Action Teams, Village Security Officers, Police, Volunteer 
Defense Corps, and Village Protection Units) into a more coherent and 
effective Village Security Foroz!. The United States is contemplating
 
support for this new organization by assisting in its 
training and
 
providing certain weapons and logistical support.
 

2. 
At present, the Embassy is supporting several RTG pilot pro
jects in several of tile "hotter" areas of the Northeast. Most of
 
these programs, such as the Peoples' 
 Assistance Team, are administered 
by the Department of Local Administration of tile Ministry of !nterior
 
and receive training and logistic support from the 
United States. 

Many of these programs are experimental in nature, and, like 

the Developing Democracy and Census Aspiration programs, are 
designed
 
primarily as political action and 
-ntelligence teams rather than as
 

military forces per se.
 

3. U.S. assistance is also being provided to key links 
in the
 

CSOC chain of command.
 

4. The Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, through its project "AGILE," is assisting the 
RTG in coping with the pr-blem of insurgency. Several substantial 
R&D projects, particularly the Rural Security Systems Program, which 
involves interested Thai agencies, are underway to assist the RTG in 
areas of command and control and border se'curity. The emphasis is on 
assisting thc' Thai to improve their data gathering and analysis of 
data on villages in remote areas and 
to test a surveillance system on
 
tile Mekong River along tile i os border. Assistance in the development 
of an effective psychological operations program for CSOC is also being
 

given.
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In summary, it is fair to say that there are no major RTG counter

insurgency programs in effect or planned that do not receive some kind 

of U.S. assistance -- be it in the form of materiel, training, or advice. 

However, it should also be noted that the major fraction or all of the
 

total effort is Thai inspired, supported, and administered. In most
 

cases, the U.S. contribution is at best marginal, although many would
 

argue that in some areas it is decisive.
 

SUMM1ARY CONCLUSIONS AND IMPRESS IONS 

It is very difficult to measure the effects of U.S. aid support

ing RT; counterinsurency programs in the Northeast. One of the basic
 

reasons for this is the dearth of dat a or reliable contemporarv anal

yses on life and times in remote areas of the Kingdom. However, on 

the basis of recent field research under the direction of the USOM 

Research Division and several surveys by individual researchers under 

ARPA auspices, I be] ieve that one mav venture the following tentative 

findings regarding the impact of U'.S. aid programs in certain areas 

of tile Northeast: 

0 (;eneral ly, the impact of recent lU.S. -supported RTG efforts to 

improve the local security environment by good works, better govern

ment, deplowment of para-military units, and so forth is at best 

marginal. There are simplyi not enough men or resources vet involved 

in programs aimed at village problems to make a positive impression 

on more ':ian ai minor fraction of the population exposed to the CT. 

Genecal appreciation of tie role of U.S. programs seems generally to 

end at tile aimphoe level -- It does not penetrate into the vi lages 

unless they happen to be in close proximity to a major Acceleruited 

Rural Development (ARD) procct. A recent 1S:O.>! Research )ivision 

report states that "our program areas appear to have d(one compara

tively little t(, get villagers to recognize government interest In 

their needs, p)roblem)s and opinions." However, it must hie recognized 

that the basic objective of USOM proj,.cts it tile rice-roots to sti

mulate greater RTG interest in the villages and to get the villages 

to mobilize their latent energies In the solution of hasic village 

q64
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problems Is recent in origin and may be slow to 
take root at the vil

lage level.
 

o In the province of Sakon Nakhon, a priority target area for
 

USOM-supported RTG programs, contact between officials and villagers 

is apparently little better than in provinces not judged so critical. 

Amphoe officials in Sakon Nakhon recognize and generallv support the 

policy of their ministries to give high priority to greater contact
 
with villagers. However, inadequate transportation, the uncertain

ties of per diem, lack of initiative on the part of many officials,
 

and traditional suspicion and resistance to outside 
atithority tend to 

depreciate significantly tie political impact and effectiveness of 

aid programs -- no matter how well conceived or advised upon bv U.S. 

officials.
 

o USOM researchers found no consistent correlation between re

spondents' statements with regard to living conditicas and their views 

on security. In some areas the evidenc- tended to show that a higher
 

proportion of those who stated that conditions 
were improving also 
stated that they were less secure. In other amphoes, there appeared 

to be a positive correlatier, between effective Mobile Development 

Units and ARI) efforts and basic attitudes towards the RTG and security. 

The research team concluded that there is little or no correlation 

with regard to nationality, age, education, sex, occupation, fear of
 

tile CT, or tihe presence of USOM-supported programs. However, they 

did find some positive correlation between awareness of government 

interest and a higiher sense of security -- attributed mainly to tht: 

presence of "go()vernmeti force." 

o There is a;n abunda nce of testimony to the basic lovalty felt 

by the vast majoritv of villagers to King and country. However, these 

positive Images are mitigated bv regional is,n, widespread bitterness 

toward the (;overn'nent's failure to fulfill many promise!; of reform, 

and to providc si-curitv against bandits or the CT. 

o Many villagers and provincial officials are particularly con

cerned about tLe ability of tile CT to roam seemingly at will and of 

the government's inability to protect remote villages against the CT
 

Gj
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or organized groups of outlaws. 
 However, with a few exceptions, such
 

as in amphoe Kutbak in Sakon Nakhon, the majority of villagers inter
viewed appeared to be more than willing to cooperate fully with the
 

government to achieve a better existence and to secure the village
 

from the threat posed by bands of CI" in the jungles if the government
 
would provide the needed resources and an enlightened administration.
 

Recent case histories of several areas favored by especially wise and
 

energetic local officials, endowed with appropriate powers and ade

quate resources, indicate clearly that the securitv problem in the 
wilds of the Northeast is not as grave as many think. 

o On the other hand, there is a great deal of evidence that the 

connection between development projects, even those that correspond to 

felt village needs such as a better well or small dams, and the wil
lingness of the villagers to cooperate with the CT is at best tenuous. 
One can make a case for the contrary propo.ition, to wit, that U.S.

supported RTG efforts to counter CT agit-prop efforts through A'Xi) and 
related projects are in the main unprodictive and could in the long 
run be counter-productive. Much depends upon whether the RTG l. able
 
and willing to follow through on promises made and upon the quality
 

and personality of local officials in critical areas.
 

o The fear of some researchers that interaction between tile RTG 

and the CT in the Northeast, with the 1'.S. presence mixed in, Is basi
cally destabilizing, should not be taken lighitly. For examrPle, it 
could create a dangerous tide of rising expectaticnis. 'lhfI clearly 
indicates, the need for timelv foI low-thr 'ugh actions, if the CT are 

to be discredited or pre-empted. 

U .otwith. rtiding, the nature and level of the NlG's economic aid 
efforts or what we (to, it is I)robably true that In the final analysIs 

the side for which the vi I lager casts lis vt e depends mainlv on the 
ability of the government to provide phvsical securitv. I ilitary 
strength in itself may he mi sused or abused, but the- absence of conf I
dence in the ab I lity of the IT(; to deal effectively with armed bands 
of Insurgents seem; to dominate decisive lv any combination of posi

tive factors , such as better schools, roads, good local government, 

and so on. 

Cf(Q 
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SOME BASIC QUESTIONS AND ISSUES
 

Although as 
a nation we have had a great deal of experience and
 
some success 
in the planning and execution of foreign assistance
 
programs since 1945, 
our record in tile underdeveloped regions of the
 
world is less than heroic. There are a number of reasons fcr this,
 
such as Congressional constraints, 
 changing aid philosophies and admi
nistrations, political upheavals the areas,in target and the need to 
adjust to certain Communist tactics. Yet in Thailand we have coma 
paratively ideal setting for a success 
story. The vast majority of
 
the people are relatively prosperous, by Asian standards, and loyal
 
to the King and other traditional Thai institutions, such as Buddhism. 
Although there are certain ethnic groups in the Northeast who are 
either disaffected or particularly vulnerable to those who sow discon
tent and rebellion, we have in Thailand a patient who appears to enjoy 
relatively good health and who is willing to cooperate with his doctors
 
in the treatment of an incipient case of political incancer certain 
areas of his body politic. In the words of the Covernor of Ubon, U.S. 
aid efforts are like medicine on a wound: its effectiveness is depen
dent on its timely application, in correct amounts.
 

The basic issue seems 1-o be not whether but how we can best
 
assist this relatively prosperous ally in its efforts to f[ll the so
called 
vacuum in the Northeast with a positive governmental presence
 
and markedly higher standards 
of living. For, as we have witnessed
 
so painfully at great cost in
and such Vietnam, tile introduction of
 
substantial amounts 
 of commodity and technical assistance will not In 
itself lead to better administration In the countrvside or to greater 
loyalty to the central government on the part of villagers. We would 
be ignoring the lessons of the past if we followed an aid strategy in 
Thailand that overemphasized commodity aid and technical assistance 

-- no matter how -elevant it might be to the basic village requirements 
for water, roads, and so forth -- while neglecting such critIcal 
factors as the quality and number of local administrators or the psy
chology of village youth and the basic reasons for the success of the 
CT in recruiting or oftaining other forms of support from villagers in 

certain areas.
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One cannot safely assume that improved living conditions will
 

automatically reduce the likelihood of villagers supporting the CT. 

Reactions against the presence and acts of foreigners, the spirit of
 

adventure, family ties, or the promise of an even hotter life may 

prove to be more powerful medicine than what we are getting tile RT; 

to dispense in the Northeast. 

None of this is said In support of those who argue that we should 

end all assistance to the RTG in tire counterinsurgency area. Rather, 

it is a plea for a reassessment of how we plan and administer our 

multiple aid efforts in Thailand and what basic prereqli,;ites we feel 

are necessary for the RT; to meet if it is to use this aid t. ft ctivelv 

in the pursuit of agreed objectives. For examiple, we have in Thailand 

at least three U.S. agencies adminu;;tering ril i tarv assistance of oee 

kind or another, and several are active in the poiitihall-psyeiilogical 

area. On tile Thai side, there is all equalI melange of agenrrCiers con

cerned with security and deve lop:tenr at tir vill;lge level1. ri I e 

there may he general corisensus on the importance of extend irg Tore 

positive governmental rule in remote areas, there seems to be a con

fusing array of separate approaches to how this can best he don'., and 

by whom.
 

Given the inescapable problem of confliCting lteCV concepts and 

bureaucratic rivalries on both sides, plus the intimate nature of tile 

relationship between tire governed and tire governors in tire countryside, 

one is tempted to recoDmmreld that the I'nited States simplv donate a 

line of credit for a fixed amount of cornolimdities ald technical assis

tance that the RTC judges to bu critical to their priority counter-

Insurgency programs. The particulars of an approved aut horization 

could he negotiated between tile Ambassador and the Prince Mlinister, or 

lit-, chosen alternate, but administratior at tie locial level would be 

left clearly in tire hands of designated Thai authoriytv 

This may not be thrt best altornatiwe :rnd it wouldlprobab1y he 

unacceptable to tihe Congress, but it wotild place responsibilty for 

tire counterinsurgency effort more definitively in Thai hands, thus 

avoiding tile many dlisadvantages of greater U1.S. involvement in what 

01
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is basically a matter of internal security. For example, it would go
 
far toward nullifying CT propaganda against the "U.S. takeover;" 
more
over, it would give the United States, through the Ambassador, greater
 
bargaining power in obtaining RTG agreement to carry out those reforms 
or programs which we regard as most crucial to 
the success of the
 

counterinsurgency effort.
 

Alternatively, we could focus more of our efforts in the area of
 
"institution building," improving the system of education, getting
 
better and more qualified teachers, technicians and administrators
 
out into the countryside, and so on. 
 It may be that U.S. assistance
 
in these areas would produce much 
more lasting and positive belle"its
 

than equal expenditures on "impact" programs.
 

There are many considerations against this strategy. 
 The depth
 

of our involvement in the security of Southeast Asia, parLiculorly
 
the presencc of large numbers of military forces in tile Northeast, 
make it imperative for us 
to have a full appreciation of the situation
 
at the village level. Moreover, in order to know what kind of reforms
 
the RTC should undertake, we should know what is happening in the 
countryside. 
The main scurces of detailed, pertinent data on the
 
situation in the sensitive 
areas of the Northeast are our advisors,
 
USOM° JUSMAG, and others. Consequently, a decision to disengage from
 
the way we are now doing business would not be without some risks.
 

In 
the final analysis, however, internal security is essentially
 

a Thai problem, and we should be unwilling to go further than offering
 
aid or 
advice when requested and when it is clearly necessary to get
 
the Thai to shift priorities or reinforce an 
ongoing effort. Such an
 
approach would, I think, be most consistent with what I regard as our
 
fundamental, long-range objectives in Thailand 
-- the preservation of
 
the freedom and integrity of a Thai government both responsible and
 
responsive to the basic needs and aspirations of the Thai people.
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ADDENDA
 

I. Projects in Protection Segments of USOM Program
 

1. A static protection unit in every ARD village by 1972.
 

2. 
An adequate reaction force of 8 to 150 police or paramilitary
 
and/or military personnel, as required, available to every ARD village
 

within 40 minutes by 1972.
 

3. Two radios (police and civil) in each ARD village by 1972.
 

4. An adequately manned tambol police station in every ARD tambol
 
by 1972 (average of 20 men per station).
 

5. 100 percent personnel increase of the Provincial and Border
 

Patrol Police by 1972.
 

6. 
RTG funding by 1972 for one-half of all police equipment
 

required from abroad 
-- full RTG funding by 1977.
 

'100
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II. USOM Major Quantitative Targets in Rural Development
 
Over the Next 5 to 10 Years
 

-- Double Northeast farmer income in five years (mid-1972).
 

-- Develop projects in half of the Northeast villages by 1972
 

and at least one project in every Northeast village by 1977.
 

-- Build all-weather roads to every ARD amphur by 1972 and to
 

every tambol by 1977.
 

-- Construct service tracks to or within five kilometers of
 

every ARD village by 1972 and to all ARD villages themselves by 1977.
 

-- Train 8,000 ARD equipment operators, mechanics, and teclni

cians by mid-1972.
 

-- Provide Developing Democracy Programs in every ARD tambol
 

and Village Leader training in every ARD village at least once within
 

five years.
 

- Train 4,500 rural health personnel for the ARD area within
 

five years.
 

-- Drill 6,300 wells in five years and four times as many by
 

1977. 

-- Provide educational facilities for every child in the ARD 

area through seventh grade by 1972 and through secondary school by
 

1977.
 

-- Supply 10 million textbooks for village primary schools in 

five years.
 

Eradicate malaria by 1972.
 

Establish training units in every ARD amphur.
 

-- Provide jeeps for all technical ministry professional per

sonnel in the AID areas and assure RTG facilities and budget for their 

continued operation. 

-- Set up a 500,000 baht fund for each amphur development
 

committee.
 

I 
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-- Show information films regularly in each village. 

Secure RTG funding of one-half of imported ARD equipment by
 

1972 and for all of it by 1977.
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lIT. USIS and USOM-Funded Counterinsurgency-Related Programs
 

Responsible
 
USIS Programs 
 RTG Ministry
 

Distribution
 

Experimental Exchange
 
Field Operations
 
Film Production
 
Publications and Exhibits
 
Radio
 
Television
 

ARD Programs
 

Engineering 
 Prime Minister
 
Planning and Coordination 
 Prime Minister
 
Special Projects 
 Prime Minister
 
Thai Training for ARD 
 Education
 
Village Wells 
 National Development
 

Other Programs
 

Agribusiness 
-- Checchi Contract Prime Minister
 
Agribusiness 
-- Farmer Group Support Prime Minister 
Agricultural Economics 
 Agriculture
 
Civil Police Administration 
 Interior
 
Community Development 
 Interior
 
Comprehensive Rural Health 
 Public Health
 
Farm Credit 
 National Development

50KW Radio Transmitter 
 Defense
 
Improvement of Agricultural Land 
 National Development
 
Local Government Administration 
 Interior
 
Malaria Eradication 
 Public Health
 
Mobile Development Units 
 Defense
 
Northeast Agricultural Center 
 Agriculture

Potable Water 
 Public Health
 
Rural Education 
 Education
 
Rural Electrification 
 National Development
 
Village Radio Project 
 Interior
 
Village Security Officers 
 Interior
 


